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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

Communication has·become·a catchword and a catchall 

for our society. The function of communication, both verbal 

and nonverbal, was treated in .the writings of Mead (1934), 

who understood ·'that a self was constituted .. ·by. the process 

of influencing others in a social-.situation, assimilating 

the response aroused by a stimulus, and then reacting in 

turn. Communication--occurs when what·one does affects 

another in ··some ·way, and communication is "essentially the 

relationship set up by the transmission of stimuli and the 

evocation of response" (Cherry, 19~6, p. 7). Communication 

affects ourway of existence. The psychopathology of 

communication is a subject of.considerable ... recent attention. 

Family and marital disturbances- are',; said .to be reflected in 

disturbed forms of communication (Bateson, ._·Jackson, Haley, & 

Weakland, 1956, 1963;. Watzlawick,. Beavin,·& .Jackson, 1967). 

Satir. (1964) suggested that the fami~y, as an institu

tion, has fallen on difficult times"and that people must 

communicate clearly if they .are _going to get the information 

which they need from others. Gibb>.(l961) suggested that one 

way to understand communication is to view it as a people 
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process rather than as a language process. Gibb goes on to 

suggest that if one is to make a fundamental improvement in 

communication, there must be changes in interpersonal rela

tionships. A central place where communication is learned 

and practiced is with the family. 
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Communication, seen within the context of the family, 

becomes the way in which families are able to relate. 

Within the family where it is expected that people will be 

themselves and convey their feelings to one another, there 

is much evidence of lack of communication (Bienvenu, 1970, 

p. 26). When communication among family members is blocked, 

conflict may arise. Fink (1968) suggested that the field 

of conflict research theory is in disarray, and this makes 

for conceptual confusion. Fink argued for a general theory 

of social conflict in contrast to specific theories for 

various types of conflict. Fink defined social conflict as 

"any situation or process in which two or more social 

entities are linked by at least one form of antagonistic 

interaction" (Fink, 1968, p. 456). Conflict in families 

can thus exist even when people do not engage in the usual 

signs of conflict, such as shouting, arguing, and fighting. 

Social conflict includes not only overt struggle between two 

or more social entities, but also convert psychological 

antagonism. 
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Many conflicts .. within: _the .f~i'ly can arise out· of the 

lack of communication among family_ members-~ There is mount

ing evidence·that communication failures and breakdowns are 

prevalent in most troubled families and marriages (Bienvenu, 

1970, p. 26);. ·.-where there is the. lack of communication 

among family::·members,- th-ere exists ineffective methods of 

interpersonal problem solving . (Aldous, 1971). .Turner (1970) 

and Aldous (1971) proposed .that in comparison. to antagonis

tic families,:· harmonious· families are more successful at 

solving problems and spend more time talking about family 

problems. 

Researchers have examined aspects ,of the issue of 

conflict situations in the marriage and the, family._ Hess 

and Handel-~ (1959) examined separatedness .and connectedness 

as an essential· process· of. family life •. Erickson (1959) 

examined intimacy versus. isolation·.;, Angyal: (1965) and 

Bakan (1966) examined autonomy and ·heteronomy._ 

The research in f~ily conf~ict helps-guide and 

influence the ~.therapists who work· with ·.families. Early . 

research with'; disturbe~, dysf-qric~ional familie·s gave rise to 

the concept.: of a family as a system . that· retains a balance, 

a homeostasis'. Conflict situations_ in disturbed families 

have been studied by _Bowen (1971) -, who· examined undiffer

entiated family ego mass in disturbed families; and by 



Minuchin (1974), followed by other investigators in the 

field, who examined tactics of coupling and uncoupling 

family subsystems. 

One source of help sought by families in conflict is 

therapy. Marriage therapists report that couples coming to 

them for help cannot talk to each other (Bienvenu, 1970, 
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p. 26). In families showing evidence of pathology, communi

cation between members does not seem as free, explicit, and 

frequent as in so-called "normal" families (Ferreira & 

Winter, 1968). Therapy is often sought because of the 

symptoms of one member of the family. Minuchin (1974) 

stated that "the symptom may be an expression of a family 

dysfunction. Or it may have arisen in the individual family 

member because of his particular life circumstances and then 

been supported by the family system" (p. 110). 

Various strategies have been utilized by therapists 

working with families. The premises of psychodynamic 

therapy are that "change occurs in the individual through 

cognitive-effective re-encounter with introjected past" 

(Minuchin, 1974, p. 91). The psychoanalytic appreach 

suggests working with the past unconscious issues of the 

individual. Group psychotherapy suggests working with the 

interpersonal processes within a group contest. Systems 



therapy suggests that a change in the system structure 

results in a change in the family. 
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For family members to be adept at the ability to offer 

reassurance to other family members,_problem solving skills 

must be learned and used. Haley (1963) suggested that the 

conscious and systematic learning of the kinds of abilities 

germane to an effective communication network becomes 

important for family living. The families in conflict are 

reluctant to confront their group problems directly (Weick, 

1971). Such families are expert at defeating problem 

solving attempts (Ruesch, 1957) , but unschooled in effective 

methods of interpersonal problem solving (Aldous, Condon, 

Hill, Straus, & Tallman, 1971). 

One particular strategy used in areas of communication 

with families has been game therapy. An effective way· of 

learning problem solving skills is through the playing of 

games. Playing games is a very old and widespread form of 

learning. Coleman (1967) suggested that a game can offer a 

reproduction of the complex activities of persons. Once 

family problem solving is successfully controlled by the 

game's instructions (Skinner, 1966) and the game does 

become a permanent, salient feature of the family's environ

ment (Skinner, 1966), effective problem solving is likely 

to persist in the family's behavioral repertoire. The 
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dilemma of ·families in- conflict then suggests the general 

therapeutic st£at~gy of_s~rengthening ·effe6tive problem 

solving behavicir~ (Honnig;-1966). 

Purpose 

The purpose of the cu~~ent inv~stigation is to explore 

the use of a nontraditio~al i~tervention s~rategy to resolve 

family conflict. Specifical~y, the fea~ibility and effec

tiveness of a therapeutic game will be. investigated. The 
-.. 

therapeutic game will be designed ~o facilitate healthy 
.. ·' J., ,::., 

family inter~c~ion by interven;ng with dysfunctional family 
' ',( 

communication and by establishing means for resolving conflict. 

Communication-~ 

Communication among family members isvery complex. 

A review of the·literature indicated tlie importance of 

effective communication ·in the' enhancement-of marital qual-

ity and satisfaction. The,·real work of understanding 

communication ·,between· family members begins with the deci-

sions of what·,tolook at and·:how to look at it. Theories 

about interaction between intimates are·. -neither sufficiently 

firm nor sufficiently specific at present to provide us with 

other than rough-lines of guidance (Ruesch, 1974). 

The measurement of communication within marriage is 

an area that researchers have ·only recently earnestly begun 

examining. The evidence mounts supporting the crucial 
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role of communicatiori-'in the>development arid-satisfaction of 

the marital relationship, (Bernard; ·:1964; Bienvenu, 1970.; .·. 

Brown, 1966; Gilbert)>l976):. Two-way~:coirimunication is 

rarely found in marri.ages although it~:is·:·recognized as one 

of the elements which ten1ds·· to solidify :the family' into an 

effective group (Brown·, 19661 · p· •. ·. 183) . Increased reports of 

marital dissatisfaction have; been.· accompanied:··by indications 

of inadequate communication between· ·family members (Bey·& 

Lange, 1974; Satir, 1964). "'i'he.se studies suggest· that the 

family environment·, provides the· opportunity for both theore

tical a!ld developmental ·study a·f the· antecedent and conse

quent conditions of commuriicati6I1 variable's ·" 

The issue of measuring.marital communication.is a 

difficult area to research. ··::The· study of co:rnn\unication as 

a vital facet of the family processes is receiving increas

ing prominence in the field of·family:relations. ·A major 

dimension of any human adjustment problem is the degree of 

extent or nature of the ··communication between or among the 

parties involved (Bernard, 1964; p~ 709). · Communication may 

be viewed as the index of family operations· and the means 

whereby the family transacts the· business of life (Scherz, 

1962). Within the fami·ly, ·where love is expected to pre:... 

vail, there is much evidence of lack'of understanding, lack 

of listening, lack of empathy; in short, the absence of 
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communication (Jourard,-1964). -Elements differentiating 

good and poor communl.catior{ in couples'. include the handling 

of anger and of differ~nce~~ t6~e of.v6ice, under~tanding, 

and good listening habits.- Fact6~s c6ntributing to poor 

communication include nagging, conv~rsational discourtesies, 

and uncommunicativenes·s ·(Bienvenu, ;1970). Tallman (1970) 

suggested that verbal- or'nonverbal styles of communication 

represent only one" possible source. of influence "ori··family 
.-

structure and belief systems. Of equal importance are the 

sentiments which-evolve out of family interaction:and 

influence the patt~rns of family 'relationships over time. 

The development of-such sentiments,. again according to 

Tallman, derive in."'part from the legitimation of 'power 

relations and the-way in which power is administered within 

the family. 

The use of similar words can be-misleading-when 

. examining communication. Hawkins and Tallman use the word 

"style" somewhat differently~ 'Ha:wkins (1977, p .. 479) des-

cribes four styles of communication behavior: -conventional, 

controlling, speculative, and contactful. Conventional and 

controlling styles were ·defined in similar terms by Gibb 

(1961) and labelled 11 defensive,"· while the remaining were 

termed "supportive .. (Alexander, 1973). 



Communication is not limited to words but also occurs 

through silences, facial expressions, gestures, touch, and 

all the other.nonlanguage symbols and clues used by persons . ' ' 

in giving an~ receiving meaning (Bienvenu, 1969, p. 117) •. 

Interpersonal.communication may include all the means by 

which individuals influence and understand one another 
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(Reusch, 1963). In the 1960s, researchers became interested 

in examining the verbal and nonverbal dimensions. of.communi-

cation. Balzer (1969) studied the total classroom behaviors 

of biology teachers which influence learning and found that 

nonverbal behaviors were the most prominent form of teacher 

expression. It was found that nonverbal behaviors often 

acted to enhance the verbal communication and were rein-

forcing verbal statements. Verbal and nonverbal messages 

were often found to be in conflict with each other 

(Galloway, 1~~0;-Gnogey, 19~8; Halpin, 1960; S~ith, 1969; 

Torrance, 1960). These classroom studies suggested the . '' 

need to understand the implications of verbal and nonverbal 

communications. 

Resear.c,h,: suggested that communication occurs at differ

ent levels, often simultaneously (Aronson, 1971; Cooper & 

Bowles, 1973;. Dies.& Greenberg, 1976; Hatcher, 1970; 
~ ~ . ' 

Wheeler, 1972). Lederer (1968) suggested that every 

message has at least three parts; the report aspect, the 
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command aspect,~ and the context aspect., This;distinction 

holds significance within the-.context of a marriage. 

Many studies have been conducted to examine communica-

tion variables~ Communication apprehension is one variable 

that Powers (1979) suggested may have profound consequences 

for the individual in-the marriage. Communication appre-

hension has been.conceptualized as a personality-type 

syndrome in which the high-apprehension individual's ··fear of 

communication·:~outweighs the projected gain of interaction 

(McCroskey, 1970)' •. ·.Some ·affects upon individual communica.;;. 

tion behavior-include reduced-self-disclosure (Hamilton, 

1972), reduced.:trust in ·others' communication (Giffin·& 

Heider, 1967) ,··-~and ,·reduced amounts of communication 

(Freimuth, 1976; Wells & Lashbrook, 1970). Studies also 

suggest, as stated by Powers' _(1979) .. review of the litera-

ture, that the high.communication-apprehensive individual 

is perceived by· .others··. in a negative manner in terms of 

social attraction; desirable communication partners, and 

attraction of desirable :sexual· partners (McCroskey et al., 

197 5) , language :famili ty .. ana·· speech effectiveness 

(Freimuth, 1976). The effects· of communication apprehension 

needs to be further·.examined within the context of the 

family unit. ·Bochner (1976) notes that a relative paucity 
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of investigatioris concern~d specificallj with marital 

communications,; have been conducted •• ,.. 

Another'variable often examined in~relationship .to 

marriage partners' communication is nonverbal communication 

and marital:. satisfaction. Clear and· accurate- communication 

between spouses·: is.· widely regarded as an·- important factor 

in successful·marital interaction. Kahn (1970)- suggested 

that without .'accurate nonverbal comrilunica tion .. of- intentions , 

attitudes, and wishes, a marriage would seem particularly 

vulnerable ·to disharmony. Speers (1964)· .has reported on his 

experience with--patients who suffer marital conflicts from 

incorrectly assuming either that they understood their 
' 

partner's wishes-or that their own- wishes are being under-

stood. Measurements such as the Primary Communication 

Inventory and:the Marital Communication Scale have been 

used by Navran (1967) and Kahn (197or :to ex'amine nonverbal 

communications. in- marri·ages. 

The topics of marital communication have led many 

researchers to explore the relationship between marital 
. -

communication and marital adjustment. Many inventories 

have been used in assessing marital communications. The 

Marital Communication Inventory has been used .in'<numerous 

studies to assess primarily the perceiv~d supp~rtiveness of 
''.' : 

one's spouse. Several studies have indicated that scores 
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on the Marital .. communication Inventory. (Bienvenu, 1969, 

1978) are highly associated with marital adjustment 

(Bienvenu, ·1970; ::Boyd & Roach, ·.1977; Gruber,'· 1973; Matteson, 

1974; Murphy &.Mendelson; 1973) .• · Schumm (1980) stated that 

no substantial correlations ·between ·.the inventory and other 

measures of communication have been reported( and suggests 

that the Marital·Conununication ·Inventory.might be measuring 

marital adjustment rather ·than specif~c a,spects of. marital 

communication.,_, The literature supports· the point that 

researchers have been faced with many difficulties in 

measuring marital. communication.· The literature mentions 

many of the pitfalls which have taken their toll on· 

investigatorsrand researchers in this· field. 

The previously cited research suggests. the importance 

of both the understanding and use of communication in 

marriage and families. Research· in the field suggests that 

dysfunctional.f~ilies lack ·effective.commuriication skills. 

Self-Disclosure 

Literature relating to the. verbal disclosu~e of 
. .. 

information about oneself will be reviewed. · First the 

role of self-disclosure as a personality attrib~te is 

considered. The role of self-disclosure in interpersonal 

relationships will be consid~red, and finally the role of 



self-disclosure in: therapisf~client relationships .will be 

reviewed. 

Self-disclosrire ~ay·be defined, a6cording to 
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Goodstein (1974) as the interpersori~l pro~ess of revealing 

psychologically meaningful. information about oneself to 

another. The basic parameters of self-disclosure, as 

discussed by·. Cozby. (1973), are breadth or amount of informa

tion disclosed/<' depth or intimacy of information disclosed, 

and duration·or·time spent describing each item of·· 

information.: 

In examining·the role of self-disclosure in inter

personal relationshi~s, it is suggest~d that "the growth of 

an interpersona~relationship is hypothesized to be a joint 

result of interpersonal reward/cost factors, personality 

characteristics~ .and situational determinants" (Taylor 

et al., 1969, p. 325). ·Many different types of studies 

have been conducted concerning self-disclosure. Frankfurt 

(1965) obtained evidence of increasing amounts of self

disclosure and intimacy of same as subjects described what 

they would disclo~e to·another pe~son· at successive stages 

in their relationship. Cozby (1973) suggested there exists 

a point at which~in~reased disclosure actually reduces 

satisfaction with the·relationship. 
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Researchers.>vi.ew :sel£-:disc:losure differently.. Simmel 

(1964) suggested th~t some marit~l difficultie~ are the 

result of too·much self-disclosure.· Altman and Taylor 

(1973) have expressed a fear of full disclosure and they. 

talk about a "tyranny of _openness .... · Bennett (1967 takes an 

opposite view.of-~'self-d_isclosure, and. states. that 

the critical problem we face is·not how. to keep 

secrets from each other, ·but how to facilitate .. this 

readiness.to.communicate.· The overriding question is 

how to maintain· an atmosphere of; ·.trust and· confidence 

which will enable. us to talk.about personal affairs as 

freely· as we talk about automobiles; to.share experi

ence as .. we share the weather.·- .~ ·(1967, p. ·.-375) 

The most consistent intimate disclosures have been 

found to occur in- marital relationships· (Jourard & Lasakow, 0 

1958) , but·. there are relatively few·:studie·s of disclosure 

which focus.specifically_on.disclosure patterns,within the 

family system. Most· ·of _the ·studies are plagued by

methodological·.,·and conceptual .. in~dequacies: (Bloch & ·. 

Goodstein, 1971;: Cozby, 1973; ·.Goodstein. &-:Reinecker, 1974). 

The issue becomes that of, trying ·to determine the relation-. 

ship between self-disclosure and the way_in: which it' affects 

the development of intimacy. _in relationships with the 

family. It has been found that deliberate and frequent 
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efforts to converse have been associated with. good communi

cation in marriage .(Feldman,. ·1961;\ Locke, 1951). Navran 

(1967) investigated the relationship between· marital satis

faction and open,_rewarding communication~·i.e., self

disclosure. Gilbert (1976)· stated that-Navran found that 

happily married couples. talked more .to".each ·other,· ·conveyed 

the feeling that they understood.- what was being. said to 

them, had a wide range ·of subjects- available to them;·_· 

preserved communication channels and··kept them open, 

showed more sensi~ivity to each other's feelings, ·u 

personalized their.language symbols, and made mc:>re use of 

supplementary nonverbal techniques of communication. It 

is argued that open. communication in all aspects of marital 

life, regardless of?topic or affect, leads to greater 

understanding, adjustment; and satisfaction (Jourard,.l96lb). 

What becomes apparent from reviewing the research is 

that there exists:conflicting reports as to the effect 

self-disclosure is likely to exert on,a relationship. 

Further research·is.needed to determine what individuals 

can expect, within·the context of'the family, from 

communicating very openly with other members of one's family. 

Interaction 

There are many issues to be understood in how people 

interact. Garrison and Pate (1977) suggested that people 



appraise the extent to which they ca.n assert:.'themselves, 

administer positive and negative sanctions, and influence 

the thoughts and behaviors of others. Work· by.Foote and 

cottrell (1955), ·Haley (196.3), Carkhuff (1969 ,· 1971), and 

others indicated that much of "what we· do·- as human beings 

is interpersonal- in nature·., 'A preliminary- assumption con

nected with any-discussion of interpersonal skills is that 

such abilities, >by·)their-nature, are learned rather than 

inherent, and as sucli~m~y b~ acquired if the proper condi

tions for learning ·are-~'e-stablished. Bienvenu (1970, p. 

26) stated that~'llmany. authorities contend that good 

communication ·'isi.tfie key 'to'· family interaction and the 

lifeblood of the:marital relationship." 

Interpersonal- behavior-- cannot be understood simply 

as a product of the~; individual, but must be viewed as a 

function of the context within whfch it' occurs (Angyal, 

1941; cairns, ·1979; :·Endler-·& Magnusson, 1976; Kantor, 

1924, 19 26; Lewin, c '1935., -1936; Magnu·sson & Endler, 1977; 

Sells, 1963) •. ~~within·red~nt sources f6r.the discussion 

of social interaction (Cairris, 1979;-Ginsburg, 1979), it 

has been suggested that studying interaction as a function 

of the situation· has been long 6verlooke~ (Argyle, 1979),· 

and that settings or<contexts are becoming increasingly 
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important in the analysis of interpersonal behavior 

(Ginsburg, 1979). 

A central question in the area of family interaction 

pertains to the underlying questions, explicit and/or 

implicit, the research is asking. Examples of clinically 

based purposes are: a wish to develop better techniques 

for doing family therapy (e.g., Haley, 1964; Lennard & 

Bernstein, 1969); and a wish to study interaction (e.g., 

Misher & Waxler, 1968; Riskin & Faunce, 1970). 

A variety of family interaction procedures have been 

developed (Farina & Dunham, 1963; Ferreira & Winter, 1965; 

Haley, 1962; Kenkel, 1963; Olson & Ryder, 1970; Ravich, 

1966; Ravich, Deutsch, & Brown, 1966; Reiss, 1971;· Roman & 

Bauman, 1966; Ryder & Goodrich, 1966; Strodbeck, 1954). 

Ravich (1969) and Olson and Ryder (1970) have attempted to 

use these interaction techniques in a diagnostic manner. 

The SIMFAM (Similuated Family Activity Measurement) is an 

interaction technique devised by Straus, and used 

extensively for such purposes as studying families from 

various social classes (Olson & Straus, 1972; Straus, 1964 1 

1967, 1968, 1969). A different type of interaction pro

cedure is the assignment of a family task. This is a 

commonly used technique serving as a stimulus for a group 

interaction that can be observed and analyzed. A stimulus 

17 
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is a behavioral:· event· (internal or external) which provokes 

or triggers behavior (Kaf~er & Phillips, 1970). There are 

many themes and variations. ·.Verbal exercises are often 

used (Murrell & Stachowiak, 1967; Riskin & Faunce, 1970; 

Terrill & Terrill, 1965; .watzlawick, 1966). ·projective 

techniques and,-.other: personality measurements have also. 

been adapted for ... interactional use. . ·Rorschach has been 

used to stimulate transactions between subject and tester 

(Wynne & Singer, 1963) and for generating family discussion 

(Loveland, 1967; Rosenthal ·et al., 1968). The TAT has been 

used by Winter~et.al. (1966), O'Rourke (1963), Stabenau 

et al. (1965), .and_,Friedman & Friedman (1970). 

Game-playing tasks are a variation·of family tasks 

and are beginning to to used by researchers •. An early· 

example was Ravich '.s (1966) "train" problem. The SIMFAM 

has been introduced and used widely by Straus in many 

different settings. Other examples adapted for·family 

research are the Marbles Test (Usandivaras et al., 1967) 

and the Twenty Questions technique used by Waxler,·, (1971). 
f' 

A fundamental problem in family interaction research 

has been the frequent failure to replicate results (Yarrow, 
·~ ' - . 

campbell, & Burton, 1968). In reviewing how families·have 

been researched~·· much of the research involved the parents 
~ ~ ~ ' 

only, or triads of parents and one child, with various 



inferences about·the·whole.family or the possible affects 

of other combinations beingmade from the original data 

(Bauman & Roman, 1966; Caputo~ 1963; Olson & Ryder, 1970; 

Sojit, 1969). 

Marital and :fami·ly, therapists often attempt to treat 

the interactional pattern ·of· a· family rather than focusing 

exclusively on-personality dynamics. There are few diag-

nostic tools which :.provide· objective data on marital and 

family interaction:-processes. If the family therapists 
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have attempted to ·:make a 'diagnosis using standardized tests, 

they probably /·have relied on traditional instruments such 

as the MMPI, the' -Rorschach,- or the TAT. What occurs in 

family therapy is the viewing of the family as a· system;·'· 

but in diagnostic evaluations· the focus is ·on the individual 

personality. Olson and Straus (1972) suggested that this 

occurs because of·· the. lack of appropriate diagnostic "tools. 

Marriage 

The literature sugg~sted that the area of marital 

assessment has been greatly_researched. In reviewing the 

literature on marital assessment it becomes apparent that 

there are serious deficiencies in traditional~measures of 

marital satisfaction. The mo~t widely used techniques are 

global measures which fail to ~rovide a comparative·assess-
,_ ' -. .... ;, ~ 

ment of the different dimensions of marital.,, interaction. 



Prior to 1960;maritaL~research was characterized by 

general investigations of~<.marriage, not focusing on a 

particular area or dimension of marital interaction. The 

literature suggested:'.that~.-since 1960 marital research has 
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tended to be· less .general~~ with individual studies focusing 

more on specific .. dimensions .:or areas of marital interaction. 

Communication has been!:: by:< far,· -the area of marital inter-

action most extensively'studied. Research in this area can 

be ordered among several .. dirilensions, including (a) a focus 

on the content versus the process of communication; (b) an 

emphasis on task-center~d discussion versus general 

affective expression;~and~(c) reliance upon self-report 

versus observational.- measures. The different areas of 

research suggest thatr; "communication is a basic requirement 

for the development_: and maintenance of interpersonal-

relationships" (Levinger & Senn, 1967, p. 237). 

Hicks and~Pl~tt- (1970) suggested that the reports of 

very happy marriages are more-likely to concentrate on 

relationship resources of happiness, while those reporting 

less happiness in marriage tend to concentrate on the 

situational aspect of marriage (home, children, social life) 

as sources of ·their marital happiness. To a considerable 

extent happiness in marriage implies happiness in the 

relationship (Gurin et al., 1960, p. 98). Inherent in the 
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concept of the companionship·marriage is the belief that 

the successful couples must have effective, open, rewarding 

communication. '4-, 

The theme that interpersonal and interactional varia

bles are significant .to.'marital .. stability is a prevalent 

one. A surprising finding-of the research on marital 

happiness is the .. contentioncthat children tend to detract 

from, rather than contribute·.· to,. marital happiness (Hicks & 

Platt, 1970; p.· 569; Udry, ·1971). Children may increase the 

opportunity · for-.·.pleasant marital interactions. Researchers 

have found that~although the marital happiness may be 

detracted from by-:·children,. the marital stability is 

increased by children •. ·.::Divorce rates are generally higher 

for couples with few children (Jacobsen, 1950; U. S. Bureau 

of the Census, ··1971; ·nay, 1965) • 

Research in the·.·area ·of marriage has, in the past, 

concentratedoon theconcept:of marital satisfaction. 

communication within"the marriage is of vital importance for 

marital satisfa~tion. 

Family 

The family, as an open sociocultural system, is 

continually faced by dem~nds for change. Minuchin (1974, 

p. 110) suggested that "the demands are sparked by bio

psychosocia1 changes in one or more of its members and by 
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various inputs from ·,the· social system in which every family 

is imbedded." Much_of.the earlier studies on the concept 

of change within -.families. focused on family power structure 

(Blood, 1963, 1967;-Blood:&.:.Wolfe, 1960; Heer, 1962; 

Kenkel, 1961, 1963; Rollin, 1963; Smith, 1967, Wilkening, 

1968). Rarely was-data based on both spouses' responses. 

In examining research of _the family, it becomes 
:' ": 

'· 
apparent that the faniily"typically tries to meet its prob-

.. ' 

lems with an increased frequency and intensity of its 
j .a.,.; 

already existing-patterns of constraint. Watzlawick et al. 
•'- ';..- ;;' 

(1974) described the pattern as a "more of the same" 
0 ~ ,_ l 

paradox. The attempted solution of a given problem leads 

to further problems. Thus, the attempted solution becomes 
. ' ·~- .:' - ' 

the problem. 

Researchers have employed a variety of methods to 
~ ~ ·....,_ • ~I 

stimulate family interaction. Ferreira and Winter (1965) 

studied family decision making with the use of a question-

naire. Rorschach cards were used by Huntington ( 19 58) , Levy 
. . . 

and Epstein (1964). Strodbeck (1951) employed the revealed 
t f ___ : (. • ~ -

differences technique, which Goodrich and Boomer (1963) 

and Goodrich and Ryder (1966) subsequently used to devise 
' .+ .. """ ... 

a color matching test. A structured game functioned as 

the stimulus for Straus (1968) in his study of creativity, 



communication, and problem.solving within families of 

various social classes~· 

It is apparent that~there is a need to further 

investigate how ·a family,interacts. There also appears 

to be the need ~:-to, assist families in learning how to 

change or modify!· their patterns for handling problems. 

Problem Solving 
.... ·, 

A salient characteristic of many families is that the 

members have diverse goals. The degree of control 
,,... .-, .' 3 ~-

exercised by family members over one another is an element 

of family structure affected by, and in turn affecting, 

many other aspects of family integration and interaction 
.. ·, , .. 

(Straus, 1968). More specifically, it is often implied 
... 

or asserted that an equalitarian family is the ideal 
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family type (Bell, 1963, p. 264; Blood, 1969, p. 45). Such 

a power structure is seen as affording optimwri marital 

happiness. 
r' ., 

The family is a small group that functions as a 

problem solving unit. It is often suggested that problem 

solving is the process of developing a new response to 

situations for which no existing behavior patterns are 

available to achieve a goal. It is a complex process which 

involves a number of separate though interwoven elements. 

Brim (1962) and others have written that problem solving is 



a process involving~· a seri-es of phases. The first phase 

is the identification and definition of the problem, 

followed by the·= collection of information relevant to the 

problem. Next come-s an innovation stage aimed at produc

ing action"alternatives.: The subsequent decision-making 

phase involves the choice· o-f a course of action from among 

the alternativ~~- generafed iri. the preceding phases. After 

taking action; ·evaluation of the consequences of the 

action constitdte~-~the final phase. 
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Problem solving refers to those behaviors which 

individuals or~groups choose and implement in order to 

achieve desired goals~ Ther~ appears to_be general agree

ment that group structure has a fundamental influence on 

problem solving:·(Tallman, 1970). Problems requiring 

creative solutions· appear to be resolved best in structures 

which allow every -~group member the opportunity to make 

contributions to~the-problem solving (Bass, 1963; Hoffman, 

1965). Aldous (1971, p. 269) defined a family problem as 

any situation or·. circUmstance which threatens the family's 

value, or those of· one of its members, requiring cognitive 

effort on the ·part-~of one or more of its members and 

interaction amorig family members to resolve the situation 

in a manner commensurate with their values. Families 

seldom explicitly define a situation as a problem, plan 
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an appropria~e ,.strategy for reaching the valued outcome, and 

then take action • · , . 

Normative approaches, to problem solving have emphasized 

the tendency to_focus;on the solutions to problems rather 

than on the· analysis:,of :the problem itself (Maier, 1963). 

The effective structure of the family can encourage per

sistence of effort. Aldous (1971, p. 274) hypothesized 

that expressive. behaviors .. are related to increased task 

performance and: thus .:to successful problem solving by 

family members.··The family's expression of positive affect 

leads to increased~task effort. If outside agencies have 

forced the·family.to undertake the solution of a problem, 

the family will be· less motivated to solve it. Despite the 

need for concensus on ··group goals, the optimum problem 

solving group should·.allow its members sufficient autonomy 

to withstand pressures.toward conformity in their discus

sions so that each-.will .be free to make original contribu

tions (Bower, 1965; Hoffman, 1965). There is also 

evidence indicating· that· when groups focus their attention 

on solutions to:problems rather than on the problems 

themselves, they operate more creatively· (Maier & Solem, 

1952). What appears·most critical for member satisfaction 

in problem solving_groups is the sense that one has played 

an important role:.in contributing to the problem's solution 
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(Maier & Hoffman, 1960, 1962). When minority members of a 

group are encouraged to participate in group deliberations, 

not only will morale be higher, but the group's problem 

solving activities will be more successful (Maier & Solom, 

1952). Open channels for family problem solving can exist 

and be effective when the family members share the same 

goals. 

Self-esteem is a critical variable in encouraging 

open channels of communication (Howland et al., 1953; 

Smith, 1968). There is considerable evidence from small 

group research that success in group problem solving results 

in the members holding themselves and the other group 

members in higher esteem and increases the cohesiveness of 

the group .(Hoffman, 1965; Burnstein & Zajonc, 1965). This 

positive reinforcement makes problem solving an attractive 

form of activity and orients successful groups to seek out 

additional problems (Berkowitz & Levy, 1956; Hoffman et al., 

1963) • 

The family in disagreement focuses on solving the 

presenting situation; the family in conflict focuses on 

increasing individual member's self-esteem at the expense 

of other member's esteem and does not focus on the present

ing situation (Turner, 1970). Turner (1970, p. 136) wrote 

that in a discussion of differences of opinions or 



interests, each parti'cipant' s investment in his own sug

gestion remains subordinated to the task-oriented purpose 
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of achieving a decision that all can support. In a conflict 

these priorities are reversed. Families in conflict are 

distinguished by the autonomous goal of injuring the 

opponent (Turner, 1970). Aldous (1971) proposed that, in 

comparison to antagonistic families, harmonious families 

are more successful at solving family problems and spend 

more time talking about family problems. 

Maier (1963) suggested that families are able to 

generate a wide range of possible solutions to complex 

problems by competition and conflict among group members. 

Because of its socialization function, however, the family 

tends to be a conservative rather than innovative group. 

There is confusion in the literature about the use of 

the term "conflict." A single comprehensive definition of 

conflict is difficult. It is suggested that conflict 

. emerges from the incompatible interests in the distribution 

of scarce resources. Deutsch (1969a) suggested that a 

conflict exists whenever incompatible activities occur. 

Deutsch distinguished between productive and destructive 

conflict. 

The literature suggested that conflict, defined as a 

context for social interaction, represents a departure 
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from more common usages of the term. Miller and Simon 

(1974) suggested that struggles with the definition of 

conflict lie in the distinction between objective or 

external notions of conflict and phenomenological defini

tions based on perception. Miller and Simon (1974, p. 177) 

offered a definition of conflict as the state of a social 

relationship in which incompatible interests between two 

or more persons give rise to a struggle between them. 

Coser (1967, p. 8) defined conflict as a struggle over 

values and claims to scarce status, power, and resources in 

which the aims of the opponents are to neutralize, injure, 

or eliminate the rivals. Deutsch indicated that conflict 

is the occurrence of incompatible activities, and action 

which is incompatible with another. Altman and Taylor (1973) 

indicated that the role of conflict is essential to the 

developmental process of relationships. Miller (1974) 

proposed that one'.s definition of social· conflict must be 

dictated by the nature of the problem that is being 

pursued. 

The general formation about marital conflict was 

developed, as noted by Patterson et al. (1975), in a series 

of reports by Patterson and Hops (1972), Patterson, Hops, 

and Weiss (1973), and Weiss, Hops, and Patterson (1973). 

Laboratory studies (Birchler, 1972; Ray, 1970; Vincent, 



1972) and field studies (Wills, Weiss, & Patterson, 1974) 

used normal and distressed couples to test some of the 

social learning hypotheses relating to marital conflict. 
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In these studies, it was assumed that conflicts arose when 

a demand for immediate change in the behavior of the other 

person is met with noncompliance. What was discovered was 

that aversive stimuli elicit aversive stimuli (Ruesd.h,, 1965), 

which effectively sidetracks attempts to solve problems. 

The end result is that couples can fight repeatedly without 

altering the behavior which initiated the first discussion 

of the problem. 

Deutsch (1969a) suggested that in a cooperative context, 

a conflict can be viewed as a common problem in which the 

conflicting parties have the joint interest of reaching a 

mutually satisfactory solution. A cooperative process in 

the family produces many of the characteristics that are 

conducive to creative problem solving-openness, lack of 

defensiveness, and full utilization of available resources 

(Deutsch, 1969a, p. 24). Cooperation,· in itself, does not 

insure that problem solving efforts will be successful. 

Other factors, suggested by Deutsch to be included in the 

process, are imaginativeness, experience, and flexibility 

of the parties involved. A conflict is more likely to be 

resolved cooperatively if powerful and prestigious third 



parties encourage such resolution and help to provide 

problem solving resources (Deutsch, 1'969a, p. 29). 
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Two different hypotheses have been proposed to describe 

conflict resolution in distressed and nondistressed mar

riages. One hypothesis, based on behavior exchange theory, 

states that it is more likely that nondistressed couples 

will produce behaviors coded as positive by observers than 

will distressed couples (Gottman, 1976). This hypothesis 

has received some support (Birchler, -weiss, & Vincent, 

1975) • 

A second hypothesis is that there is a greater 

reciprocity of positive exchange in nondistressed than in 

distressed-families. Reciprocity of positive exchange has 

been suggested as the central characteristic of successful 

marital interaction in the clinical literature on marriage 

counseling (Azrin, Naster, & Jones, 1973; Lederer & 

Jackson, 1968; Rappoport & Harrell, 1972; Stuart, 1969; 

Weiss, Hops, & Patterson, 1973). The interaction and 

communicative modes of participants differ according to 

whether they are in agreement or disagreement over an 

issue. Deutsch (1969a, p .. 19) proposed that conflict is 

often a part of testing and assessing oneself, and this 

may be an enjoyable and pleasurable experience. 
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A review of the literature indicated that descriptions 

of "abnormal" and "normal" families in terms of clearly 

differing dominance and conflict structures remain to be 

achieved. Catalogues of marital conflicts have been 

compiled (Krupinski, Marshall, & Yule, 1970), the presence 

or absence of conflict has been related to marital satis

faction (Hawkins, 1968; Locke, 1951; Ort, 1950), and family 

decision processes have been investigated (Olson & Ryder, 

1970; Strodbeck, 1951). Little has been done. to relate the 

family interaction system to the process of conflict 

resolution. 

Adlous (1971) suggested that some of the most far 

reaching problems that families have are problems that they 

have little choice in making, facing, or solving. This may 

suggest that the only problems families can be said to 

"solve" are relatively unimportant ones. The important 

suggestion is that it may turn out that problem facing 

rather than problem solving or problem defining will 

constitute the major part of a research effort devoted to 

investigating real families' reactions to real problems. 

The family is a small group that functions as a prob-

lem solving unit. 

with small groups. 

Most research on problem solving has been 

It is surprising that family research 

pertaining to the interrelationship of the family as a 



problem solving unit has received relatively little 

attention. 

Therapeutic Strategies 
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Troubled, dysfunctional families need help but do not 

always seek help. For those who seek help, it is important 

that they receive help. In reviewing the literature it 

becomes apparent that there are numerous ways of attempting 

to help a family. Psychodynamic therapy occupied the 

forefront of therapeutic strategies for helping the family 

until recently. The premise of psychoanalytic therapy is 

that "change occurs in the individual through cognitive-

effective re-encounter with the introjected past" (Minuchin, 

19741 P• 91) • 

The family systems model for therapy is a therapeutic 

strategy that has been shown to be an effective means for 

working with families. The writings of Haley, Jackson, 

Bowen, Minuchin, and others have emphasized the importance 

of systems theory in practice with families. The family 

systems model is a multigenerational view of family 

interactions and patterns of behavior. The model is based 

on the premise that families survive and maintain themselves 

through systems ··of "feedback" or internal communication and 

control. Individual family members may engage in destruc

tive behavior if it fosters the survival of the family. 
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Minuchin (1974, p. 255) stated that "to include the entire 

family as a factor in mental health enlarges the perspective 

from the traditional concentration on the individual apart 

from his social context.·" 

Family therapy is concerned with family structure, 

the invisible set of functional demands that organizes the 

ways in which family members interact. Minuchin (1974, 

p. 51) suggested that a family operates through transactional 

patterns and repeated transactions establish patterns of 

how, when, and to whom to relate, and these patterns under

pin the system. The transformation of structure is defined 

as changes in the position of family members vis-a-vis each 

other (Minuchin, 1974, p. 111). Family systems therapy 

suggests then, that transformation, or the restructuring of 

the family system, leads to change. 

Initial research with families began with the research

ing of families of patients, particularly the family of a 

schizophrenic patient. This type of research yielded 

evidence as to the importance of communication in the 

family (Rabkin, 1965). 

Simulation and Games 

Playing games is a very old and widespread form of 

learning. The simulation of complex activities in a 

society can occur in game playing (Colemen, 1967). Play 
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is pleasurable and enjoyable; it has no extrinsic goals; it 

is spontaneous and voluntary; it involves some active 

engagement by the players; and it has certain systematic 

relations to what· is· not play (Davis, 1970). 

Game theory is a theory comprised of a set of general 

or abstract principles. , Game theory could be formally 

defined as a theory of rational decisions in conflict 

situations. Models of such situations involve a set of 

decision makers,. called players; a set of outcomes, each 

of which is a result of particular choices of strategies 

made by the players on a given play of the game; and a set 

of payoffs accorded to each player in each of the possible 

outcomes (Rapoport, 1973). 

Raser (1969) stated that the acid test for any theory 

is: Does it predict? If a theory tells us what will 

happen under certain conditions, then it is good theory. 

If the theory predicts incorrectly and leads our expecta

tions astray, then it is. not good theory. Raser precluded 

that in one sense, then, every good theory is a prediction. 

The theory, of:' games was originally created to provide 

a new approach to economic problems. The effects of the 

theory have been felt·in political science, pure mathe

matics, psychology, sociology, marketing, finance, and 

warfare. Game theory is built on the principle that a 



game is a model of reality. A simple model cannot 

accurately reflect such diversified types of activity that 

exist. Likewise, the theory of games is not one theory, 

but many (Davis, 1970). Game theory is the theory of what 
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~ a player should do. Its object is not to explain how people 

do play games, but to identify individuals' optimal actions 

in the face of interdependence (Bacharach, 1977). Game 

theory is concerned with the logic of conflict (Rapoport, 

1962) •. It is concerned with the logical aspects of 

strategy. The aim of game theory then becomes the working 

out of rational courses of_action for the players in a 

conflict situation. Game theory is a "science of conflict" 

(Rapoport, 1962, p. 2). A conflict situation is understood· 

within the context of the solution of a number of practical 

problems that requires the analysis of situations in which 

there are two opposing sides, and the result of any action 

by one side depends in part upon the actions of the other 

side (Venttsel, 1963). Game theory directs itself to the 

conflict situation. 

To use game theory, it becomes necessary to construct 

formal simplified models. Any given theory may lead to 

almost unlirnited.numbers of different models and applica

tions. "A model is a constructed specific expression of 
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a theory or of one or more hypotheses" (Barton, 1970). Such 

models are termed games. 

A game differs from a real conflict situation in that 

it is conducted according to fully defined rules. To test 

a theory or hypothesis, a model is constructed, and then the 

model is used in an application. A game is serendipity 

prone. The game explores interactions so complex and so 

uncontrolled that there is a generation of outcomes that are 

not often predicted (Raser, 1969). 

A simulation does differ from a model. A model is a 

specific form of theory, and a simulation is a specific 

variety of model. A simulation is a dynamic or operating 

model. Simulations tell about the processes occurring in 

the system being modeled. Changes over time in the 

simulation correspond to changes in the system under 

investigation (Raser," 1969). 

Simulation, or role playing, is becoming widely 

accepted as a method of instruction and a method of 

psychotherapy. It is most commonly associated with assertion 

training (Alberti & Emmons, 1970) but has also been used to 

develop social behaviors (Kaufman & Wagner, 1972) and to 

improve dating behavior (Melnick, 1973). Simulation games 

have these premise·s: persons do not learn by being taught, 

but learn by experiencing the consequences of their actions; 
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schools find it difficult to teach about the complexity 

that characterizes modern society; learning through games 

has a number of intrinsic virtues, such as its attention

focusing quality; and games tend to focus attention more 

effectively than most other teaching devices· (Coleman, 

1967). The distinguishing characteristic· that differenti

ates models and simulations then, is that a simulation is an 

operating model that displays processes over time and that 

thus may develop dynamically (Raser, 1969). 

Two basic questions must be answered about any game, 

simulation game included: How should the players behave, 

and what should be the ultimate outcome of the game? Davis 

(1970) suggested that certain things about the game must be 

known. First, one must know the rules of the game. These 

include to what extent the players can communicate with 

on another; whether rewards in the game may be shared with 

other players; what the formal, causal relation between 

the actions of the players and the outcome of the game is; 

and what information is available to the players. In 

addition, the personalities of the players, their subjec

tive preferences, the mores of society, all have an affect 

on the outcome. 

The dilemma of families in conflict suggests a general 

therapeutic strategy, which is to strengthen effective 



problem solving behaviors (Honig, 1966). Once family 

problem solving is scucessfully controlled by the games' 

instructions and the game is permanently a salient feature 

of the family's environment (Skinner, 1966), effective 

problem solving is likely to persist in the family's 

behavioral repertoire. 

3·8 

Small group research suggests that groups like the 

family, with a developed organization and established modes 

of communication, will function best when they allow all 

members to contribute to problem solutions (Tallman & 

Miller, 1974). Learning can occur in simulation games 

(Boocock & Schield, 1968). The literature suggested that 

games have been used most exclusively for assessment 

purposes. A therapeutic game does offer possibilities of 

strengthening and assisting family interactional patterns. 

Statement of the Problem 

The issue of assisting families in family relation

ships is of great importance and deserves attention and 

investigation. Some research has concluded that dysfunc

tional families in family therapy lack effective 

communication skills and problem solving abilities. Inves

tigations of dysfunctional families have often utilized games 

as a means of assessing family interactional problems. Even 

though games have been effectively employed in family 



research as an assessment procedure, few investigators have 

explored the feasibility of using games as a therapeutic tool. 

The question addressed by this study is whether a game 

designed specifically for therapeutic purposes can facilitate 

family communications and problem solving abilities. 

Propositions 

The specific propositions addressed are: 

1. Playing the therapeutic game will change the 

family members' perception of communication so that they 

perceive that communication improved. More specifically, 

by improved communications it is predicted that: 

,A. Self-disclosure will be increased among the 

family members as perceived by the family 

members. 

B. The family members will perceive that they 

are exhibiting more effective communication 

to other family members. 

2. Playing,the therapeutic game will change the 

family members' reports of marital and family satisfaction. 

More specifically: 

A. Improved communication will also produce 

increased marital satisfaction. 

B. Improved communication will also produce 

increased family satisfaction. 
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3. Playing the therapeutic game will increase the 

perceived problem solving abilities of family members. The 

family members will perceive that there are more mutually 

agreed upon decisions. 

4. Playing the therapeutic game will be seen as a 

useful therapeutic strategy by therapists. 

5. Therapists will perceive improvement in effective 

family communication and marital and family satisfaction in 

dysfunctional families who play the therapeutic game. 

Summary 

Communication is fundamental to the understanding of 

the family process. Although many theorists and researchers 

have been involved in the study of interpersonal communica

tions, relatively little is known at the present regarding 

the communication behaviors of families. Bochner (1976) 

noted that a relative paucity of investigations were 

concerned with marital communications. Evidence mounts for 

the importance of communication behavior in satisfactory, 

enduring marriages. 

It is suggested by the literature that the communica-

tion abilities of a family are in relationship to the 

problem solving abilities of a family. It is therefore 

important to understand the nature of the interpersonal 

problem solving as it relates to the family. 



CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

This experiment was designed to examine the thera

peutic value of the therapeutic game. This chapter details 

the research methods used in the study. The sections 

detail the selection of the subjects, experimental design, 

procedures, instrumentation, research hypotheses, and 

statistical analyses. 

Selection of Subjects 

The population consisted of 14 dysfunctional families 

in family therapy at the Youth/Family Services. The 

population consisted of families from the service centers 

in Irving, Carrollton, and Richardson. The subjects were 

selected in the following manner. Seven family therapists 

from the Youth/Family Services were each assigned two 

families by the center's director. Each family had com

pleted the initial intake interview and were ready to begin 

family therapy. The families consisted of a husband and 

wife and at least one child or adolescent, all of whom were 

currently living together. The families selected might 

have been larger than three members, but not smaller than 
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the criteria stated. Of the 14 families in the study, 

seven families were designated as the control group, and 

seven families were designated as the experimental group. 

Experimental Design 
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The design utilized in the study was a pretest/ 

posttest design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). In the nota

tion system of this design, "X" represented some treatment 

(independent variable) and "0" represented some observation 

(dependent ·variable). (Xl = game; x2 =traditional therapy~). 
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Instruments 

Three ·instruments were used in the study: The Locke

Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale (MAS), Jourard's Self

Disclosure Questionnaire (JSDQ), and the Four Relationship 

Factors Questionnaire (4 RF). 

Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale 

The MAS (Locke & Wallace, 1959) was designed to measure 

the degree to which members of a marital pair have adjusted 

to the emotional requirements of a marriage, and it was 

designed to give an indication of marital happiness. The 



Locke-Wallace contains a selection of 15 questions to be 

completed in an average time of 5 to 10 minutes. 

The developmental sample consisted of 236 married 

persons. Using a split-half reliability technique, the 

correlation for this sample was E = .90. Research with 

this instrument has involved using the score as a measure

ment of marital happiness or adjustment. 

Jourard's·Self-Disclosure Questionnaire 

The JSDQ (Jourard & Lasakow, 1958) was developed to 

assess individual differences in self-disclosure. Thirty 

scores can be obtained from the instrument. There was one 

overall scale, self-disclosure, which was a measure of the 

extent the-respondent talked freely about himself, his 

attitudes and opinions, his tastes and interests, his work, 

his money situation, his personality, and his body. Each 

of these six areas was measured by 10 statements dealing 

with various aspects of that area. 
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Pederson. and Higbee (1968) obtained evidence for 

convergent and discriminant validity for the 60- and 25-item 

JSDQ by means of multitrait-multimethod matrices (Campbell & 

Fiske, 1959), but there was also evidence for variation 

between the two methods of measuring disclosure. The 

JSDQ appears to be independent of intelligence (Jourard, 



196lb; Halverson & Shore, 1969; Taylor, 1968), providing 

evidence for discriminant validity of the JSDQ. 

Jourard (196la) reported that productivity on the 

group Rorschach correlated .37 (£ < .OS) with total score 

on the JSDQ, and interpreted the findings as supportive 

of the validity of the instrument. 

Four Relationship Factors Questionnaire 

The 4 RF (Lawlis, 1973) was utilized to examine 

family problem solving abilities. The 4 RF was developed 

to assess dyadic involvement in regards to four types of 

relationship factors: Parental Respect (PR), Problem 

Solving (PS), Identification (ID), and Sexual (SX). The 

Parental Respect factor describes a relationship of 

dependence and reassurance. The Problem Solving factor is 

characterized by a willingness to enter a task-oriented 

relationship. The Identification factor describes a 

relationship in which one sees common interests and 

concerns. The sexual factor describes the sexual or 

affectional nature of the relationship. 

The 4 RF was a factor analytic approach to the 

description of interpersonal relationships. The 44 items 

in this self-administered questionnaire resulted in sten 

scores of each of the four factors. It required approxi

mately 10 minutes to complete and had no time limit. The 
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greater the sten score, the more important the factor was 

in the relationship being assessed. 

A test-retest reliability coefficient was the corre

lation between scores obtained by the same persons on two 

administrations of the test. Short-range, random fluctua

tions that occur during intervals ranging from a few hours 

to a few months were generally included under the error 

variance of the test score. Test-retest reliabilities for 

the 4 RF ranged from .91 to .98 (£ < .01). Internal 

consistencies for the 4 RF were determined by taking the 

total score of each factor and correlating each item to 
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that score. The intra-test reliabilities were determined by 

averaging the correlations and correcting for the number of 

people. Intra-test reliabilities for the 4 RF ranged from 

.91 to .98 (£ < .01). 

Likert Scale for Therapists' Rating 

Three Likert scales were developed. One scale was 

developed to measure the therapists' response to the devel

oped game, and the other two scales measure the therapists' 

perception of changes in the families. The scales were 

revised after committee consultation. 

Family Reunion Game 

A panel of judges was asked to examine the family 

therapy game that was designed for the study. The panel 
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consisted of two PhD candidates in a marriage and family 

therapy program at Texas Woman's University, and one person 

with a Master's Degree in marriage and family therapy from 

Texas Woman's University. The judges were specifically 

asked to read through the game directions and to rate the 

age level appropriateness of the playing cards used in the 

designed family therapy game. The judges were given a 

listing of all the playing cards. The judges were asked to 

arrange the cards appropriately in the following stacks: 

Child/Youth Cards; Parent/Adult Cards; Grandparent/Older 

Adult Cards; and Family Cards. 

Procedure 

The subjects, the 14 families, were treated as two 

groups. Seven therapists from the Youth/Family Service 

offices were assigned by the center's director two new 

families each for family therapy. The seven therapists 

served to administer the pretest and posttest instruments 

to the subjects. The subjects, all of whom were seen by 

their assigned therapist, were divided so that each 

therapist saw two families. Each therapist flipped a coin 

to designate a control group family and one family as part 

of the experimental group families. Each therapist worked 

with an experimental group family and a control group 
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family. All total, there were seven control group families 

and seven experimental group families in the study. 

All families in the study were at the beginning phase 

of family therapy. All families had an intake interview 

by the staff director of the center. Following the intake 

interview, the seven therapists, those assisting the 

experimenter, administered the pretest instruments to the 

subjects. The JSDQ was administered to experimental and 

control group subjects, and all family members were asked 

to complete the instrument. Following the completion of 

the JSDQ, the therapists administered the 4 RF to the 

experimental and control group subjects, and all family 

members were asked to complete the instrument. Following 

the completion of the 4 RF, the therapists administered 

the MAS to the experimental and control group couples. 

To safeguard against the possibility of too many 

families dropping out of the study for whatever reason, 

nine families were used in the control group study and 

nine in the experimental group study. The additional group 

members met the same criteria for selection and testing as 

the other subjects. Of the total number of families in the 

control group and the experimental group, seven families 

were randomly selected to be the subjects for the control 

group, and seven families were randomly selected to be the 

subjects for the experimental group. 
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After the therapists met with their experimental 

group family and their control group family for at least one 

time after the initial intake and the administering of the 

pretest instruments, the designed family therapy game was 

introduced to the experimental group. Each therapist 

explained the family therapy game to his/her experimental 

group family, and each family used the next three therapy 

sessions, the next 3 weeks, playing the designed family 

therapy game. · Each playing of the game was overseen by 

the therapist. Following each game playing session, the 

experimental group family had time to discuss and to reflect 

upon the' experience. One week following the third playing 

of the game, the experimental and control groups families 

were administered the posttest instruments by the thera

pists. The couples were administered the MAS, and the 

families were administered the 4 RF and the JSDQ. 

During the time the families in the experimental groups 

were playing the designed family therapy game, the control 

group families were receiving conventional family therapy by 

the family therapist. The experimental group families were 

treated by the therapists with the use of the designed family 

therapy game, and the control group families were treated by 

the therapists without the designed family therapy game, but 

with conventional family therapy procedures. 
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Upon the completion of the study, the therapists 

involved were asked to evaluate the effectiveness of the family 

therapy game. A Likert-type scale was designed to assist the 

therapists in rating and evaluating the designed family therapy 

game. 

Statistical Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses were stated and subjected to 

statistical analyses, all comparisons being made with post

test data at a minimum significance level of .05: 

1. There will be a significantly greater amount of 

self-disclosure perceived by the experimental family members 

or family units than by the control family members or family 

units. 

2. Effective communication among family members who 

participate in the therapeutic game will be enhanced signif

cantly more than the families• members who do not. 

3. There will be a significantly greater amount of 

marital satisfaction perceived by the experimental family 

members than by the control family members or family units. 

4. There will be a significantly greater amount of 

family satisfaction perceived by the experimental family 

members or family units than by the control family members 

or family units. 



5. There will be a significantly greater amount of 

problem solving abilities perceived by the experimental 

family members or family units than by the control family 

members or family units. 
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6. Therapists will perceive that the therapeutic game 

is useful in working with dysfunctional families. 

7. Therapists will perceive a significantly greater 

amount of perceived communications in the experimental 

family members or family units than by the control family 

members or family units. 

8. Therapists will perceive a significantly greater 

amount of improved marital and family satisfaction in the 

experimental family members or family units than by the 

control family members or family units. 

Statistical Procedures 

Each statistical hypothesis that has been stated for the 

study was separately statistically analyzed. The statistical 

procedure for each hypothesis is listed as follows: 

1. Two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance for 

treatment 
1 

person 
1 

and treatment-by-person interaction was used 

to examine the results of Jourard' s Self-Disclosure Question-

naire (JSDQ} . 

2. A discriminant function analysis between control 

and experimental groups was conducted. The analysis was 
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from within family averages from the three testing instru

ments (JSDQ, MAS, 4 RF), and for the category of fathers 

only, mothers only, and the referred child/adolescent only. 

3 •. Two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 

for treatment, person, and treatment-by-person interaction 

was used-to examine the results of the Locke-Wallace 

Marital Adjustment Scale (MAS). 

4. A single item Likert-type scale was devised to 

rate family satisfaction. Two-factor repeated measures 

analysis·. of variance for treatment, person, and treatment

by-person interactions was used to examine the results of the 

Likert-type scale. There was covarying of the pretest 

scores against the posttest scores~ 

5. Two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 

for treatment, person, and treatment-by-person interaction 

was used to examine the results of the Four Relationship 

Factors (4 RF). 

6. A Likert-type scale was devised to assist the 

therapists in their rating. The therapists were given a 

pretesting with the devised Likert-type scale before their 

first therapy session with their control group family and 

experimental group family, and a posttesting with the 

Likert-type scale occurred during the last week of the 



study. A chi-square goodness of fit test was used on the 

results of the Likert-type scale. 

7. A Likert-type scale was devised to assist the 

therapists in their rating. The therapists were given a 

pretesting with the devised Likert-type scale after their 

first therapy session with their control group family and 

experimental group family, and a posttesting with the 

Likert-type scale occurred during the last week of the 

study., Two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 

were used with the pretest and posttest results. 

8 •. A Likert-type scale was devised to assist the 

therapists in their rating. The therapists were given a 

pretesting with the devised Likert-type scale after their 

first therapy session with their control group family and 

experimental group family, and a posttesting with the 

Likert-type scale occurred during the last week of the 

study. Two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance 

were used with the pretest and posttest results. 
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CHAPTER III 

FINDINGS 

Univariate two-factor repeated measures analyses of 

covariance· (covariate = pretest, dependent = posttest) for 

treatment effects, repeated measures on person, and 

treatment-by-person interaction. showed no significant 

differences for any of the seven family_variables; self~ 

disclosure, family satisfaction, marital satisfaction, 

problem solving, sexual intimacy, parental respect, and 

identification. Therefore, no significant differences 

were detected between the experimental and control groups, 

between family members, or between combinations of family. 

members across treatment groups. 

Discriminant analysis was conducted between experi

mental and control groups on the seven posttests. This 

analysis was conducted four separate tim~s, once each for 

(a) within family averages on the. seven posttests, 

(b) father's data only, (c) mother's data only, and 

(4) child's data only, not including the marital adjustment 

scale. 

Discriminant results for the following data sets were 

not significant: (a) mothers only,· (b) child only, 

(c) within family averages. However, analysis on father's 
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data resulted in one significant discriminant function 

(chi-square (5) = 12.29, £ < .03). The function contained 

five significant discriminating variables (see Table 1). 

Table 1 

Discriminant Analysis on Fathers' Data 

Posttest Means Group 

Standardized 
Coefficients Experimental Control 

Family .77 1.00 0.83 
Satisfaction 

Marital -1.88 107.67 95.33 
Satisfaction 

Identifica- 1.50 5.67 6.00 
tion 

Sexual -1.57 6.83 6.50 
Intimacy 

Self- 2.68 0.30 0.51 
Disclosure 

Function means: -1.86 1.86 

Discarding family satisfaction (as its weight is) less 

than half as large as the largest weight, one sees experi

mental fathers as higher in marital satisfaction and sexual 

intimacy and lower in identification and self-disclosure 

than control fathers. 



Discriminant analyses were conducted between experi-

mental and control groups on the seven posttests adjusted 

for corresponding pretests (i.e., residual gain scores). 

Analyses were conducted for family averages, and the data 

for fathers, mothers, and children only. Results were not 
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significant for fathers and children. However, analyses on 

family averages was significant (chi-square (4) = 11.48, 

E < .02). The function contained four significant discrimi

nating variables (see Table 2). Experimental families 

Table 2 

Discriminant An~lysis on Family Averages 

Posttest.Means.Group 

Marital 
Satisfaction 

Parental 
Respect 

Identifica
tion 

Sexual 
Intimacy 

Standardized 
Coefficients Experimental 

1.86 82.17* 

.72 5.40 

-4.18 3.22 

1.98 4.09 

Function means: 1.36 

Control 

69.52 

5.97 

5.51 

4.73 

-1.36 

*Average residual gains converted to.or~ginal metric 
of the variable by (Gain) X (Standard Dev~at~on) +Means). 
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scored higher on marital satisfaction and lower on identifi

cation and sexual intimacy than control families (discarding 

parental respect due to low weight). 

Analysis of mother data was also significant (chi-

square (2) = 7.97, E < .02). The function contained two 

significant discriminating variables (see Table 3). Experi-

mental mothers' scores were higher on family satisfaction 

and lower on identification. than control mothers. 

Table 3 

Discriminant Analysis on Mothers' Data 

Posttest.Means.Group 

Family 
Satisfaction 

Identifica
tion 

Standardized 
Coefficients Experimental .. , .Control 

-.61 .60* .46 

1.10 5.58 7.58 

Function means: ~.95 .95 

*Average residual gains converted to original metric 
of the variable by: (Gain) X (Standard Deviation)+ (Mean). 

With regard to analysis of therapist variable, it was 

found that experimental therapists rated families as 

(a) significantly more able to resolve conflict (F(l,ll) + 
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6.5, E < .03), and (b) displaying significantly more caring 

(f(l,ll) = 9.46, £ < .01) (see Table 4). No other differ-

ences on therapist variables were significant. 

Table 4 

Adjusted Means on Therapists' Ratings of Family 

Experimental 
Group 

Control 
Group 

Handle Conflict 

0.00 

-1.00 

Caring 

1.37 

.63 

Table 5 presents the posttest averages on experimental 

variables. The experimental groups and control groups are 

compared in the table. 

Based on the foregoing results, the following statis-

tical hypotheses are rejected: Hypothesis 1--There will be 

a significantly greater amount of self-disclosure perceived 

by the experimental group than by the control group; 

Hypothesis 5--There will be a significantly greater amount 

of problem solving abilities perceived by the experimental 

group than by the control group; and Hypothesis ?--Thera

pists will perceive a significantly greater amount of 
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Table 5 

Posttest Averages on Experimental. Variables 

Instruments Father Mother Adolescent Family 

Experimental Group 

Jourard's Self- 0.30 0.14 0.56 0 •. 006 
Disclosure 
Questionnaire 

Likert Scale: 1.00 0. 79 0.29 0.095 
Family Rating 
Scale 

Locke-Wallace 107.67 17.83 . . . 90.430 
Marital Adjustment 
Scale 

Four Relationship 
Factors"Question-
naire 

Parental 7.00 1.11 5~43 5.620 

Problem 5.83 0.38 4.71 4.760 
Solving 

Identifi- 5.67 0.90 4.86 4.760 
cation 

Sexual 6.87 0.76 4.29 5.190 

Identity 

Control Group 

Jourard's Self- 0.50 0.15 0.52 0.024 

Disclosure 
Questionnaire 
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Table 5--Continued 

Instruments Father Mother Adolescent Family 

Control Group 

Likert Scale: 0.83 0. 53 . 0.00 0.000 
Family Rating 
Scale 

Locke-Wallace 95.33 24.99 . . . 89.210 
Marital Adjustment 
Scale 

Four Relationship 
Factors Question-
naire 

Parental 6.00 • 95 6.57 5.900 

Problem 5.67 1 •. 07 5. 42 5.050 
Solving 

Identifi- 6.00 1.15 6.43 5·. 760 
cation 

Sexual 6.50 1.11 4.86 5.290 
Identity 

perceived communication in the experimental group-than by 

the control group. 

Based on the foregoing results,. the following. statis.ti-

cal hypotheses were supported and therefore retained: 

Hypothesis 3--There will be a significantly greater amount 

of marital satisfaction perceived by the experimental group 

than by the control group; Hypothesis 4--There will be a 
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significantly greater amount of .family satisfaction per

ceived by the experimental group than by the control group; 

Hypothesis 6--Therapists will perceive that the therapeutic 

game is useful in working with dysfunctional families; and 

Hypothesis a--Therapists will perceive a significantly . 

greater amount of improved marital and family. satisfaction 

in the experimental group than in the control group. 

Hypothesis 2 is deemed to be global i~ nature, and 

no one statistical analysis adequately measured the hypo

thesis. The hypothesis appeared to be supported, and 

therefore retained, from observations and results gathered 

from the results of the experimental fathers and the posi

tive influence the game had on their actions toward their 

families. 



CHAPTER IV. 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

This study was designed to assess the effectiveness of 

the use of a designed board game in family therapy (The 

Family Reunion Game). Fourteen families (father, mother, 

and adolescent in. each family) participated in the study . 

which was conducted in the summer of 1982 •. The pretest/ 

posttest design (Campbell & Stanley, 1963) was utilized. 

The Four Relationship Factors Questionnaire, the Locke

Wallace Marital Adjustment, Scale, the Jourard Self-: . 

Disclosure Questionnaire, and designed Lik~rt-type scales 

were used to assess the effectiveness of the game. 

A significant finding pertains to the fathers of the 

experimental groups. These fathers reported, after playing 

the designed game, a greater s<7nse of family _and marital 

satisfaction and sexual intimacy. In examining the. varia~ 

bles of problem solving abilities and parental respect, 

the mean posttest experimental group fathers' scores showed 

a slight increase over the mean posttest control group of . 

fathers' scores, but the difference was nonsignificant. 

The findings for the experimental group mothers 

indicated that after playing the designed game, there was a 
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significant increase in the sense of family satisfaction. 

In examining the,variables of marital satisfaction and 

parental respect, the mean posttest experimental group 

mothers' scores showed a slight increase over the mean 

posttest control group mothers• scores, but the difference 

was nonsignificant. 

The findings for the posttest scores of the experi

mental group adolescents showed no significant differences 

between this group and the posttest scores of the control 

group adolescents' scores. In examining the variables of 

self-disclosure and family satisfaction, the mean posttest 

experimental group adolescents' scores showed a slight 

increase over the mean posttest control group adolescents' 

scores, but the difference was nonsignificant. 

Analyses were conducted for family averages and the 

results indicated that after playing the designed game, 

there was a significant increase in the sense of marital 

satisfaction. In examining the variable of family satis

faction, the mean posttest experimental group scores showed 

a slight increase over the mean posttest control group 

scores, but the difference was nonsignificant. 

The therapists• ratings indicated that the experi

mental families who played the designed game displayed 

a greater amount of ability to resolve conflicts and a 
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greater sense of caring for their families than did the 

control group. In examining the variables of problem solv

ing abilities and communication, the therapists indicated 

that the gains were found to be in a positive direction but 

nonsignificant. 

The findings of the study indicated the control group 

scored slightly higher than the experimental group on 

certain variables. The control group fathers' scores were 

higher on the variables of identification and self

disclosure than the experimental group scores. The control 

group mothers' scores were higher on identification (common 

areas of interest in the relationship) than the experimental 

group scores. No differences were found in the scores for 

adolescents between experimental group and control group •. 

Family averages of the control group scores were higher in 

identification and sexual intimacy (intimate or affectual 

aspects of the relationship). 

One explanation offered concerning certain higher 

control scores than experimental group scores is that 

playing the designed game pinpointed areas and issues in 

the family relations which were being overlooked or avoided. 

The playing of the designed game served initially to strain 

the relationship by making the family examine itself. The 

Four Relationship Factors Questionnaire would appear to be 



in agreement with this conclusion. Since the study was 

conducted for a short period of time, it may be suggested 

that the families have become aware of _issues of family 

concern, but did not have time to resolve. the issues. 
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Another explanation for the higher control group 

scores is that for certain areas of relationship, the 

designed game may be somewhat detrimental. Taking the 

instrument scores for certain variables alone may_suggest 

to the reader this conclusion, althou~h therapists' ratings 

of the families and the designed game appear to counter the 

assumption that the game appears detrimental concerning 

certain relationship issues. 

The results of the scores of the experimental group 

and control group can be viewed as being somewhat mis

leading on face value. In particular, the scores do not 

totally reflect the gain between pretest and posttest 

scores. In some instances with the experimental group, 

the pretest scores for some of the variables were lower 

than the pretest scores for the control group. The post

test scores would, in some instances, reflect a higher 

score for the control group, but less of .a gain: than the 

experimental group. 



Discussion 

The nature of the interpersonal relationships has 

resulted in the development of several modes of therapy. 
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In reviewing the findings of other researchers concerning 

family therapy, evidence appears vague as to what is helpful 

for families. Triandis (1977) proposed that interpersonal 

relating by an individual is determined by the pressures 

exerted by others, by the extent to which the relating is 

enjoyed or disliked, and by the consequences perceived as 

being connected with the relationship. 

The findings of the present study demonstrated that 

some of the facets addressed by Triandis may be valuable 

in understanding family therapy. In particular, the issue 

of enjoying or disliking relationships (marital and family 

satisfaction for this study) does apparently have an 

influence on the participants' rating of the success of 

family therapy. 

It is the experience of the author that many families 

who enter therapy do so reluctantly, and fathers appear 

to be difficult to bring into the therapy process. By 

making the entry into the therapeutic process less threaten

ing, it would be expected that participants would remain 

in the process longer. By remaining in the therapeutic 

process longer, it would be hoped that the families would 
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be afforded the·opportunity.to resolve the conflicts, 

issues, or disturbances which led the familie·s to therapy in 

the first place. It is contended, then, that fathers who 

play the designed game will feel a part of the therapy 

process and exhibit a willingness to participate actively 

in therapy. 

It was stressed to the therapists that the study 

evaluated. the families at a stage of the therapeutic pro

cess. The-posttesting of the f~ilies did. not automatically 

conclude the therapy. It was discovered that. some of the 

families were ready to discontinue therapy by the time of 

the posttesting, and some of the families continued in 

therapy after the posttesting. 

Recommendations 

The current investigation has sought to examine. the 

feasibility of using a designed board game as a treatment 

procedure for family therapy. It addressed. itself to an 

area of counseling in which there has been a shortage of 

empirical research. 

The following recommendations are made by the author: 

1. This study be replicated to noncourt referred 

families in family therapy. 

2. This sutdy be repeated to examine the designed 

board game's effectiveness for family life education. 
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3. This study be repeated to examine the effectiveness 

of the designed board game for various constellations (i.e., 

blended families, extended families, and single-parent 

families). 

4. · This study be replicated using variations of the 

number of times the designed board game is played and the 

time intervals between the playing of the game. 

5. This study be repeated using new instruments to 

measure and to examine if the therapists'.personal 

characteristics have any impact on the results of playing 

the game. 

Limitations 

This study is limited in the following ways: 

1. A small sample was employed in the study. 

2. Nonrandom families were used (i.e., clinical 

families) in the study. 

3. The families were court referred families. 

4. The findings of this study could not be generalized 

for other therapeutic games. 

Conclusion 

Because replicable research in the area of using games 

in family therapy is sparse, this study will add to the 

research in the area of board games for use with families 



in family therapy. It is the hope of the author that The 

Family Reunion Game will allow families. to enjoy their 

family relationships more fully._ The results of the pre

sent study suggest that the game can be an effective aid 

to the family therapy process. 
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APPENDIX A 

INSTRUMENTS 

·,Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale 
(Locke-Wallace, 1969) 

jourard's Self-Disclosure Questionnaire 
(Jourard and Lasakow, 1958) 

·Four Relationship Factors Questionnaire 
(Lawlis, 1973) 

Likert-type Rating Scales 
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Jourard's. Selr-Disclosure Questionnaire 

'nle azmver-sh..-t which ~ hav-t reeD tdveD has Co.lUJ!mS with the heedinn, 

~, ""!'athc-," "?1ale Friend," "Femal.e Friend," and "Socuse." You 

a. 'tD rMd •ch itelft em the ouestic:rrmai%-e, and the incUcate on the 

mn.:. -sheet the extent that ~ ha,. tal.ked about that it• ta each 

tterscm; 'that .is, the extent to which ~ ha,. made ~el.f kftowD to that 

" 

1'C'"IIOD. U• the ~ rstit21t seal.• ta deac:rihe the eKtiiDt that ~ 

brN 'tlll.ktd &baut -= in.. 

RatiDs 8Cale1 

0 Raft tDl.d the athct ~ DCthiDg about this aJI1'8C't of •• 

·1 Haft 'talked iD $NMNl terms about this item. '111e crthe!

~.baa cmly a pmeral idea ahau'e this~ of me. 

2 h 'talJc.t iD fall mel~ de1:&il ahcmt this !~ 

'tD "tbe O'dwr ~ He/she lamwa ,_tully iD this t-e~, 

a!ld could d..:ribe 118 ac::m-atal.y. 

x ~ -ll.t en- mis:Npz awue.d myse.l.f to the othct MrSaD ., 

't!at he/she ha a false J3ic:ture ~me. 
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· · Attitude and ~in! ems 

1. ~ I ~ aDd i'eti 
abcntt rel.id.cm; my~ 
religious views. 

2. My ~ cminicas md 
fHl.inars about ather 
r.llgious ~ thaD ~ 
own, •·•·• Pxzotdtanta9 
c.tbal.ica • J..,., a'thdsu. 

3 • ~ Yi- OD C011111111Zlis1. 

IJ • MY ""'- OD .:tha J'%"t~S8Itt 
aa~•w~-the ~me, 
au•wwe,pnl fc:f-, e1:C. 

!e My Yi-. OD 'the~ 
tit NCial iltta~ iD 
~ebool8, t:11W&puz tati.cm, 
eotc •.. 

' 1. My paz soaal. ri..,. em sex
tal IID'Nll ~;c,w I tael 
thu I md O~c-!1 ougtrt 
tD beMN !D saxml. ma-c. 
'tft. 

a. ~ pczsc:al. ~ ~ 
bem1:y aDd a1:1:Ncti~ 
m~~I~ 
'tD be atUactiYe in a 
~. 

9 •. The ~ tha'e I reprd 
' u ~· fart a man 'tD 

be - ~ I look ff:rr iD 
sn. 

10. MY te&UD~r abou't how 
~~'tod-.1 
vi~ ehlldreD. 
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Ma.le Female Saouse 
Fr"ie'"nd Fr1end -



1. . My fa'ftl'r!'te !aoda, the 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

6. 

7. 

a. 

9. 

10. 

~ I like food m-e
parecl1 IIDCi ff11 foocl · dial i'Jc:ea • 

~~ita be¥eram,~ 
anc! the cmea I dcm • t 
u.x.. 
MY l.!ka mxl d! s] !'Jcws iD 
miisic. 

~' trloer!te Nading 
Blll't"tWr. 

The· 1d.Dds ~ .,-,ia 
tbat I like to s• 
bes-t; 'the TV shcMI 
tbat a. ... tlrrazti-e... 

My 'tU'ta iD ~-

The S"tyla ~ baaaa, aDd 
'the Jd..Dds of tarDishiDp 
that I lib bat. 

The JdDd ot par1:y, or 
soc:ial ~ that 
I lllclt best, md tt. 
kind ~ voald bare 
·•· ar 'that I ~·t 
crjoy. ' 

"' faolaztitw ~ ~ 
.,.,.Siq ~ tilDe, •••• 
huzrtinl, r.cU.Dc, c:m-ds. 
~ ..au, pa!"t!M. 
danci~, etc. 

Vbat I woal4 ~ 
.:nit far • ~-

~ ( O'Z' S'tUdia) 

1. What ·I fiDe! to be ttte ~ 
J:~Naaar.. md S'trllinll iD 
~ ..:l!'k. 

2. Vhat I t!Dd to be the 
!110ft her~ aDd uDen1t:l!'
abl.e ~ of ffl'! ~ • 

3. Whtt I eu1oY ~, a.Dd Jf~ 
the !!10ft sttiafac:rl.cm t%"'08 
iD "! J'!'~t ~. 
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rr!"end -· 



4. What I hel are J11Y s~-
comiDJrS and hanclicana that 
Jretent me from varkirl~ as 
I'd like to, w that 
prevent me f%oclll ~~ 
ftrt'tliti" ahead iD my MOrk. 

s. What I &el are ~ S])eeial 
S'trODI poin'ts and CTUILU:ti-
caticms for ~ vcrk. 

s. Hov I teal that my~ is 

~by athC"S <·-~· 
boss,~. 
'tMChaos t husband, etc.) 

1. My abiticms md ~ 
in 'Ill'! tiiO'rJc. 

a. My hallu~ abaut the sal.a-
%'? 0!' NRl'da that I gwt 
fare 'Ill'! wark. 

9. Hew· I teal about 'the 
choice al ~ that ·I 
haft .cte ~ or DCrt 
I' 11 satidied vi th it. 

10. How I NallY tM1 about 
. the ~ thu I 1IOrk ~ 
0!' -ark vith. 

Hcm8'\' -
1. How IIIJCh J110MY I -a at 
~~.at-~ .. aD 
~. 

2. Vhet:t.r or ~ I ow 
~1 u so, how mach. 

3. wtx. I owe 1IIOM"r ta at 
pra.at; m- vhc:Ji. I bn'e 
boztoW4id frat iD the 
J)aa"t. 

s. ~ m- ~ ath.,..,. ave 
- ftlme9; nte ~. aDd 
Who owes i 't 1:0 "* . 

Mo'th~ Hale 
~ 

Femal.e 
Frl.end 
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6. Whe'ther or nat I gamble; 
If so, the way I ~l.e; 
ed 'the meat of i-e. 

7. Al.l of ~ pre•nt soazsces 
of inc:araa ·raRtRS, fees, 
al:l:cwance, diVideada, 
etc.. ' 

8. My 'total timmci al WO!"th, 
i.DelucUn~ pi*Cpti t_v 1 saYi.n~ 1 
bcmds, insat1WCe 1 etc. 

g. My JDCS't. ~s ne.a fal:t 
1ICm8Y riJd1t DOW t e.g. t OU't• 
st:BDdin~t .billa, scme ma:taz
parebue tha-t is d..u.ci or 
Deedecl.· . 

1o. How I bud8et rr IIICJD6"Y tt. 
pz upaz ticm :·that go. 'tD 
Deeaitiea, l.~, etc. 

1. The ~ td ~ ~:ty 
'that I dia.Ulc8, ~ abcmt, 
tba-e I ~ u a hancfie2ft 

tD -· 
2. Vbat t.llnp, ~ arry, thlrt I 

haft 'troahla axpz aa•ing 
C2' CODtral.l.iDS. 

3. Tbe tac:t:s at _,. p:z a at 
aa ll,h-fnc:lncUnJt lcDowl8d.re 
at bow I pt MXUal. ~!ca
tion; mY ~ 'that I 
lli$th't hne1 vi th vhcD I lurft 
r..l.a'ticma, ~·anybody. 

"· ~ at- ~ I fleel. that 
I a a't't:Neti ?a 'tD the 
Otipoain SBI ·rq pn:tbl.-s, 
if ~ •. abottt ~~ 
tnoz.ble a't't'eD'ticm troa 
tt. ~'ta .... 

5. Thinp in the J)8ft aro 
m-... nt th.tt I f..J. 
ah-.d md mil.~ abottt. 

Father ~!ale Female 
Friend Friend 
___ ..,.. __ Soouse -
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6 • The Kinds 0'1' thinJrS that 
•ke me iwrt fmtious. 

1. What it takes 'tD P.et me 
feel...!Dsr-~ d~aed 
en- blue. -

a. What, it takaa•-to Jret' me 
real' Vaz.M.ed, amdoua,and 
~. 

9. Wha-t it-. talcea 'ta hm-'t 
111~n d~y. 

10. The kinds ~ thiDJnl 
that .X. me ~v 
J'Z"CUr!- 0~ ~·. elated, 
fall·· O'f Ml.f U'tHr5 

cr lltllt-ttapect. 

1. M.Y. '-liDRS about the 
~j)Wlm ~ 'fiiY faca
thinp I dcm 1 t l.!lce, 
aD! ~ 'that I might 
like about ""' trace aDd 
he.t, DD'Mt r..a. hair, 
tM'tb, etc. 

2. How I viab I l.ookedz ~ 
ideal.s tar ~ 
~W8e 

3. ..,. fHl..bJ.- about diHIIND't 
pc-t1l of 111'! ~l.a~, hips, 
waist, wa!y,ht, c:heS"e or bas't,etc. 

4. ArtY m"'blems and worrin t!wt 
I had with rr ~·nee in 
'the put. 

5. Wlw tbwr or DOt I now hrN aD'! 
health prabl...-..1(. trcahl• 
vitb slea, d..i.crestion, f-.J.• 
~. hem-'t c:cmditicm. 
&llmodn, headaches, t).UH 

~. 

6. ~ en- nat I hrre mrr 
~-rmure ~ies or c:onc:lft"ns 
&boa~ ,..,. health, •·It• caucer, 
ul.c:c-s. baC""'t 'trO'Ubl• • 

Father Hale Female 
Friend frl.end 
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7. My ~ reccrd o'P Ulnas 
and 'trea't:!llmtt. 

8. Whether or Dot .t nov make 
mec:ial. •Har-t! ta ~ tit, 
heal:t!nr, aDd a't"t%'acti.,., • •It, 
c:al.is'tbenics, diet. 

9. My -pr-nt Dmrsical. measure
liCit, ••IZ•t beUht, ~~ 
1lais1:.' etc. 

10. My teel.inp abau't ~ 
~ in ..xaa.l behariar 
whether or· Dat I f.-1 able 
ta peztuzw ad~'tal.y iD 
~-
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Pour Re~atio~hip Pactors Questionnaire 

'n1U :U a qaaatimmctra aaed. eo ciuc:rJ.he your ralad.oa.bi.p vi.dl an important 
pera011. Plaua m.war each of the foll.awiD.g stat-=s a thay describe your 
ral&d.oDahip with hWher. CJ.rcl.a the sta~u u bdDg T (a.br~ true) , 
t (K81t:iliM tma), f (~dmH fal.ae) • F (al.vaya falae). Yoa sboal.d rely 011 
put a:perjenen far your ~; aa....r. ~ each ·1:&~1: cmly cmea. 

1. I ~ h:U (bar) Rapect. T t f ., 
2. • an wgrnel]~ balpful.. T t f 

3. Oar cpim.oa abo= dla world iD pmm:al. are -= alilta. T t f ., 
4. Be (U.) -a.- f-.1 Deeded. T t f 

s. Ba. (.U) ha fa:f.dl in Jq abi.J.j.ry to baDdla 
r.p u•tbilit7. '"r t f ., 

6. I l1ka to 1IOU widl b:ia (her) oa proj eca. T t f 

7. Be (m.) ajO'J"8 tba ·- . dr1.Dp I do. T t f ., 
a. I do DDt l.ika to be ~ !rca b1a (bar) 
for~ 1aq. '.r t f 

9. Ve CljO'J' ta1Jc1nl to ..ell odMr. T t f F 

10. I waal.4 f-.1 ~ U ~ ral.atioa•lrip .ad.M. '.r t f 

11. Ba (abe) p..,.. - •appott iD acd.Vitia iD 

wbieb - beliaft. 
T t f ., 

12. Be (.0.) CD tam - Oil. 
T t f 

13. I waald. DDt taka UDfa:1r ~ of 1Wa (bar).. T t f ., 
14. Be (.U) 1Jt1rl•t• WlY inuras1: in new th:lDP. 

T t f 

lS. • 1ika t:ba -- Jd.DI1 oL peopla. 
'.r t f F 

l6. 
T t f 

I lib for b.ia (her) to 1:DaCh -· 
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17. I voald DOt lika for biza (her) to di.aapprave my 
acd.cma. T t: f F 

18. We call acca~~Pl.iah ~ cogethu. T t f F 
19. I fMl vwrr HCUra rith h:ba (bar). T t: f F 
20. I thiDk he (aha) :18 8eZ7'. T t: f F 

u. Be C•ha) •caat:t..u ~ - of fllY dud.a8. T t: f F 

2%. I woal.c! lib t:o be w.U:h h:.fJa (bar) if ha (sha) 
wra in· a fiL T t: f F 

23. We hava •1= '•r 1Dtara8~. T t: f 1! 

24. I em tall bia (bar) W1Y da.p-t: f•Hnp. T t f 1! 

25. Ba em.> ma.. wMil I d.o aa.at:hiua nsht. T t: f 1! 

26. v. haft. cS.eply,~ ral.ad.cms!U.p. T t f 1! 

27. v. dJ:1zak • lot alika. T ·t: l 1! 

28. I 1IDa1d. Cljay tald.q a ~d.Oil wi.t:h lda (her). T t f F 

29. Be (•ha) 18 • pcaaa. ~ •1:0DC pd.Dc:iplaa. T t: f 1! 

30. Va Cljay do1.Da 1lml7' d:ifiuw:m: thinp ~. T t f F 

31. Vb.a ba (abe) ia &%0mld. I lat: oat: w:y ~t 
f•Unp, T t: f F 

32. I bec:--.· ad.tad wt.D .. -c. T t f F 

33. I fur h1a (bar) ~. T t: f F 

34. Be .em.> 18 .are w1.- dum I -· ••• t f F 

3.5. I fa.l wry =-:farab1a aroaml h:1a (h.r). T t f F 

36. I do DOt halcl back ~ ~t t:hoqha fr.- Ida (bar)· T t f 1! 

37. I rapact hia (bar) abi.llty to do a good job • 
wbuaft:r the tuk. T t f F 

38. I faal thu ha (aha) baa aiKU.ar f•linp about 

thiDp. T t: f F 

39. Ba (aha) qpnci.a~ ., ah:U:Lt:l ... T t f F 

40. I loft bia (har). 
T t f F 

41. I waal.cl baa b..c daprl.Ted if I had uat -t: h1a (her) • T t f F 

42. I rupec:t 1118 (her) b:1.ah •t:aadard of c:oDduct:. T t: f F 

43. T t f F 
aa (me) em h.lmdl.a -. 

44. I aut hill (bar) CC8plaeal.y. 
T t f F 



P~ly Members' Scale 

Instrument :f'or Stat~st~cal Hypothesis rv 

At this point U1 time, I am on the whole 

Eitremel;y D1s- Neutra:I Sati.si'ied 
D1s- sat1.st'~ed 
sat:Lat1ed 

with my fam:Uy. 

Extremely 
Sat1s:f'1.ed 
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Therapists' Rat1ng Scale 

Instrument ror Statistic~ Hypothesis VI 

Concerning the concept ot using a game 1n therapy • I reel: 

very 
Pavorable 

Somewhat 
Favorable 

Neutra! Somewhat 
On
favorable 

Very 
on
favorable 

Concerning the use or the desj_gned therapeutic game. I 
teel that it nll be/was: 

Eitremel;y 
Helptul 

Scmewhit 
Relp.t'UJ. 

Neutra! 

in working nth r8JUlles. 

Somewhat 
Ha.rmt'ul. 
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Therapists' Rat~ Scale 

··.-Instrument t'or Statistj,ca.J. Hl'}lothesis VI:r 

'l'he family members now interact rt~l wj,tb each other. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Disagree 

Strongly d~sagree 

The famj_.ly members lj,stan to each other. 

Strongly agree 

Agree· 

Undecided 

Diaagree 

Strongly d~sagree 

The family member can express :tns/ber t'eelings to any other 

famlly member. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Disagree 

Strongly disagree 

The fa:zUJ.r members oM: en taJ.k to each other· 

Strongly agree 

Agree 
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Undecided 

Duagree 

Strongly d~sagree 

The tamil:y o:rten gathers and taJ.ks together as a :t"ami.ly. 

Strongly agree 

Agree. 

Undecided 

Diaagrae 

Strongl.y ctisagree 

Crises are reso~ved by letting the :r~:y/tami~~es communicate 
openl:y With each other. 

·Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Diaagree 

Strongl:y ctiaagree 
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Therapists' Rating Scal.e 

, .Instrument tor Statistical Hypothesis vrii 

Family cont"li.ct a are easily reso~ ved. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Disagree 
.. 

Stro'ngly di.aagree 

Sharing or feel.j.ngs 1:s eaay to do with the !'am:Lly members. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Diaagree 

Strongly d.iaagree 

The family members care about each other. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Disagree 

Strongly d.isagree 

OVerall, at th.is point 1n time, the fa.m:Lly members are 
aat1sf1ed wi.th their family. 

Strongly agree 

Agree 
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Undecided 

Diaagree 

Strongl~ d~sagree 

The tamil;y members J.jJce each other. 

Strongl~ agree 

Agree 

Undecided 

Disagree 

Strongl~ d~sagree 

The qualit;y o~ t~e together tor the t~1 members is good. 

Strongl~ agree 

Agree 

Undec~ed 

Disagree 

Strongl;y cUaagree 
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APPENDIX B 

THE FAMILY REUNION GAME 
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THE FAMILY REUNION GAME RULES 

Please read the p1ay~ procedures a1oud to everyone who 

Will be paying the game. As few as two people can p1ay ~ 

and as many as 15 peop1e can play. The game is to be played 

with family members. Now read the p1ay1ng procedures aloud. 

1. GAME EQUJ:PMENT: 

Five stacks o~ cards; one game board; tokens of various 
design for p1ay~ pieces; one dice; colored chips. 

2. TO START THE GAME: 

A. Each player se1ects a TOKEN to represent h~her. 
The TOKEN is p1aced on the game board on the appro
priate track. There are three tracks on which the 
game is p1ayed. Each player begins the game on the 
appropriate track associated with his/her fami1y 
status. · 

B. A11 family members roll the dice to see who goes 
first. The high roll of the dice goes first. A11 
players start on his/her own track on the square 
labelled "START. " 

3 • OBJECT OP THE GAME: 

The player who col1ects 30 green chips~ according to the 
ru1es, w1rus. 

4 • FIRST TURN: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

The player with the highest rol1 of the dice goes 
first. The player moves forward on the game board 
the number of squares indicated by the rol1 of the 
dice. 

Atter land~ on a square, the player is to read 
aloud and ro11ow the instructions on the square. 

When the ~structions on a square require that a 
player pick a card, then the p1ayer takes the card~ 
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reads it a~oud and follows the instructions. 

D. Play cont:1nues from right to le:rt. 

5. PLAYING CARDS : 

A set or cards is used with the playing board. There 
is a set or cards entitled CHILD/YOUTH CARDS (green 
cards), ADULT/PARENT CARDS (blue cards), GRANDPARENT 
CARDS (red cards), FAMILY CARDS (orange cards), and 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION CARDS (brown cards). The player is 
to read aloud the ~structions on the card. 

A. CHILD/YOUTH CARDS: These cards are about the ex
periences o~ a child and a youth. The player is to 
answer these cards with the feel~s he/she has or 
had as a c~ld or youth. 

B. ADULT/PARENT CARDS: These cards are about the ex
periences or a parent or adu~t. The player is to 
answer these cards with the feelings he/she has as a 
parent or an ad~ t. 

C. GRANDPARENT CARDS : These cards are about the ex
periences or a grandparent. The player is to answer 
these cards ~th the feel~s he/she has or feel will 
have as a grandparent. 

D. PAMILY CARDS: These cards are about the experiences 
or a r~ly. The player is to answer these cards 
with the ree~s he/she has about being a family 
member. 

E. CONFLICT RESOLUTION CARDS: These cards can be 
drawn at any time during the game when there is a 
contlict (problem) 1n existence between some family 
members that has not been solved. A family may draw 
trom these cards or the therapist may suggest that 
the family use these cards. 

6. CHIPS: 

All players beg~ the game with 50 green chips, 50 red 
chips, 50 yellow chips, and 50 white chips. An appr~
pr1ate colored chip is given by all other players afrer 
a player has completed fulfilling the instructions 0 

the game card when it has been his/her turn. 

A. Green chip: If all other players are satisfied with . 
h la er read~g the card, then 

tbe response of t e pplayyer a green chip. Play proceeds. 
everyone gives that 
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·B •. Red Chip: If any other player disagrees with the 
. response or the player reading the card, then the 
disagree~ player gives that player a red chip. 

C. Yellow Chip: If any other player is dissatisfied, 
unhappy, or confused with the response or the 
player reading the card, or wants the player reading 
the card to say more, then a yellow chip is given to 
the player reading the card. The yellow chip in
vites the therapist to participate during that parti
cular play. 

D. If any other player does not want to agree or to 
disagree with the response or the player reading 
the card, then a white chip· i.s g1ven to the player 
reading the card. 

7. YELLOW BRIDGES : 

The yellow spaces on the game board are bridges. If 
a player lands on a yellow space, he/she. slides away 
from his/her track to another track or his/her choice. 
The player must change track:s if he/ she lands on a 
yellow square. 

8. COMPLETION OP A MOVE: 

Arter a card bas been read and d1scussed, and chips have 
been exchanged, the card is placed at the bottom of the 
appropriate card stack, and play proceeds. 

9. WINNING: 

The player who r~st collects ~ green chips that have 
been given to ~her by the other players is the winner. 
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THE FAMILY REUNION GAME TOKENS 

Game board tokens: These tokens are thj.ngs with which a 

family Would be fmUl.:Lar. Choose a token that you want to 

use as you move around the game board. The tokens are: 

a toaster, a laUttU1g basket, scissors, .foods, dairy pro

ducts, a mouse trap, and househol.d cl.eaners. 
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CHILD/YOUTH CARDS 

How tall is your mother? It you are right, go forward two 
places. 

Do you help take care or the yard? 

Ir you know the exact age or your grandparents, take another 
turn. Ir. they have d:1.ed • let another faDU.ly member tell you 
something about them. 

Ir you know the dog's name in the Peanuts comic strip, take 
another turn. · 

Tell what makes you the saddest • 

Make the silliest race you can • 

. Ir you've said "I love you" to any ram:1.ly member today, move 
forward three places. 

It your t'am:1.ly bas laughed together today, move .forward three 
places. 

Ir you have a pet • and 1!' you've cleaned up ai'ter the pet 
today, take another turn. 

Tell about the first pet you remember owning. 

Tell what is your ravorite flavor. 

Without looking, what color eyes does the person across from 
you have? 

What is your mother's favorite color? I£ you are right, you 
get another turn. I~ you are wrong, lose a turn. 

Let all t~e. other ram:1.ly members mess up your hair. 

Does any t'ami.ly member owe you money now? If the tami.ly 
member pays you your money now, you get another turn. 

Without words, show each family member how you reel about 
them. 

What is your rather's ravor1te color? I£ you're right, you 
get another turn. Ir you are wrong, lose a turn. 
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Tell the nicest g~ts you ever rece~ved from fam~ly members. 

If you have been helpt"ul. to a fam:Lly member today~ go forward 
two places. 

Tell the nicest thing you know about your grandparents. 

Offer to help prepare the next mea~. If you do so~ move 
forward two placas. 

If you have given another fam.:Lly member a compliment today, 
move forward three places. 

Tell your favorite thing to do w:Lth your fam:Lly. 

Tell what makes you the happiest • 

How tall is your rather? Ir you are r~ght, go forward two 
places. 

Do you know the exact age or your rather? 

Give a family member a compliment. 

It' you remember your grandparents' b:1rth dates, go .forward 
two places. 

Have you ever bu.U.t a snolGDB.n rlth your .fam:Lly? Ir the snow
man had a name, you get another turn. 

Tell wbat this word means : INTERRELATING. I.f you know the 
a.nawer, and can t e~~ about 1 t, you get another turn· 

Do you know the exact age of your mother? 

Do you know what hi.gh. school your mother attended? 

Do you know the c~ties where your parents were born? 

It you have lived 1n more than one house, tell about each 
house. 

Have you ever been camp:1.ng? Ir you were camping w~ th your 
r~y. take.another turn after you tell what you l:Lke best 
about camping. 

If your family has bad a picnic together w~ thin the last 
two months, tell about what you liked best about the p:Lcnic. 

Do you know what h:Lgh school your rather attended? 
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Name ten family members other than your brothers and sisters 
and parents. -

Who was the last person who helped you build someth:Lng? If 
the answer is one or your fam:Lly members~ tell the name of 
that person. 

It you ever play games in the car wh:L~e travel:1ng with you;
fam:1.ly, you get another turn. 

Hug a family member. 

Teach your family to Juggle. 

It a family member ever told you how far they had to wa~k to 
school, and you did not laugh, you get another turn. 

Do you know your mother's maiden name? 

Pat your bead, and rub your stomach at the same time. 

Teach your family a tongue twister. 

Tell a Joke. 

Have you ever been outside or your home state? Tell about 
your travels. 

Who was the President in 1970? 

Did you thank the cook tor your last mea~? If not, do so now. 

What are the ad~t names that you can g:1ve to your parents? 
Call them by their r1.rst names. 

How are you an 1nd1 v1dua~ apart from every other fami.ly 
member? 

Name three close friends or each of your fam;ily members· 

Tell why music is important to you· 

Describe something on television that you saw that made you 
happy. 

Describe something on television that you d;id not l1ke • 

S If your familY 
1ng a song by your favorite musical group· 

guesses the name or the group, take another turn. 

!! 70U live With oruy one of your parents J tell hOW you 
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learned to understand why you are li.vi.ng with only one o-r 
your parents. It" you live wi.th both o-r your parents or with 
other relatives, tell about someone you know who lives with 
only one or his/her parents. 
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ADULT/PARENT CARDS 

What makes you cry? 

What size shoe does your child wear? 

It you know the month that you last went to a movie, keep 
this card. 

Tell about your first time using mach:i.nery. 

Describe the first teacher you remember. 

Show the word tenderness. 

What size shoe does your mate wear? It' you are right, move 
two places forward. 

Wiggle your ears • 

Kiss the person with the biggest nose. 

Describe your best friend. After you have done this, take 
another turn. 

It you ever put a tooth under your pi~~ow, take another turn. 

What is your cM.ld 's favorite dessert? 

If you remember your chj.ld 's first pet 's name, take another 
turn. 

Kiss the person with white clothes. 

It you can snap your fingers on your le.!'"t hand, go forward 
two plac as • 

Tell your proudest moment. 

Show the family how to t:1e a tie. 

What color is/are your ch:1ld 'a/children's eyes 1 

Tell about the biggest fish you ever caught· If the familY 
decides this is a big fish story, lose a turn. 

Tell about your nicest neighbor. 
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Tell what you ljjce least about each f'ami.~y member. 

What makes you laugh? 

How much does your mate weigh? If' you are right, take 
another turn. 

Get something from your pocket that really tells who you are. 

Tell about your first job. 

Tell the others the most money you have ever had 1n a savings 
account. 

What is the date or your a.nni.versary? 

It you were ever 1n a school play and you can recite your 
lines to everyone right now, take another turn. 

It you have ever lost a loved one, te.l~ how you felt when 
this happened. 

It you remember when gaso.line sold for less than 30t a 
gallon, tell when. 

It you remember your f'irst daters name, go .forward two 
places. 

Tell about your worst report card. 

Do you know your spouse r s birthday? 

What is your chi.ld 's ravori.te rood? If' you are right' take 
another turn. 

It you are wearing a ring, and the ri.ng was given to you by 
a faJUly member, take another turn. 

Tell each family member what you l.ike most about them. 

Do you remember the telephone number of' your last home? 

Tell about your tavorite uncle. 

Where is your dry clea.zUng done? I.f you are wrong, lose 
a turn. 

Recall five jobs that 70u have had. 

Describe the !"1rst school you remember attending. 
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Stand on one leg and recite a poem. 

Share with the !"WJU.ly the niclalame you had as a child. 

What did your mate eat tor lunch? 

It you have had a fCUIUly picture made within the last year, 
take another turn. 

Tell how you felt the first time you saw a snake or a spider. 

Tell about your first date. 

Who enjoys eating most in your !"ami.ly? 

Tell about your favorite aunt. 

It you can remember the address of your f'irst home, other 
than where you are presently living~ and you are correct, 
move t'orward one place. 

You can keep two cards 1.t you agree to write ~ personal 
letters to each fa.mily member over the next two weeks • If' 
you agree to write and give two letters to each fa.DU.ly member, 
take another turn. 

Ask everyone how old they tlUnk you reel. Then tell them 
how old you really feel now. 
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GRANDPARENT CARDS 

Tell how you were punished when you were young. 

Have you ever been to a county fair and won a prize? 

It you have ever made your own soap, keep thi~ card. 

Do you have a fcuzdl.y Bible? It' so, what is your favorite 
Bible story? 

Tell about your first car. It' you remember what color it 
was, take another turn. 

Who is the oldest person you know? I;t- you know someone 
over 95, tell about that person. 

Have you ever canned preserves? 

Tell all the thi.ngs you could do for a d:1.me when you were 
a child. 

It you have bought flowers for anyone th:Ls year, take another 
turn. 

Recall your t1rst teacher. It you remember his/her name, 
take another turn. 

Tell the group your understanding ot' punishment· 

Have you ever made a patchwork qu:Llt? How long did it take 
you? 

How many forma of transportation have you ridden? 
about each one. 

T ll I #" you have had it this e about your ~avorite dessert. ~ 
week, take another turn. 

T ll a Picture of them, go 
e about your parents. It' you have 

forward two places • 

Tell What it was l.1ke when you were a ch1ld • 

Do you have a pair or wire rim glasses? 
tn..- a teenager? 
"Ul:lt hairstyle was popular when you were 
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Tell about a relat:1.ve who has always been kind to you. 

Tell about the first program you remember on television. 

Tell how you reel as you get older. 

Were you born 1n a hospital? 

Did your family own a porch swing? 

It you have made homemade ice cream w:1. thU1 the last month, 
take another turn. 

Tell what a grandfather clock is, it' you know. 

Tell about your first experience on a tra:1.n. It you remember 
rour destination, take another turn. 

Tell what eveey key you have belongs to. It you know, take 
another turn. 

Tell about the hottest summer you ever remember. 

Tell what you did as a youth on Saturday n.ights • 

Rave you ever flown :1.n a jet a:1.rplane? It so, tell about the 
plane ride. 

Tell about your t:1.rst trip to a big c:1.ty • 

Tell about the strangest g:1..ft you were ever given· I£ you 
still have the gi.tt, take another turn· 

Tell what clothi.ng style was popuJ.ar when you were grow:Lng 
up. 

What sort or roods do you ljjce on a p:1.cn:1.c? 

Let everyone t~ll his/her mJ.ddle name· 

Tell about your first date. 

Give everyone a big hug. Take another turn after you have 
done this. 

Tell about your t1rst love. 

Have you ever lived 1n a hous ~ w1 th outdoor plumbing? 
so, tell about the house. 

It 

~- 11 about the .farm· 
Q.C~Ve )'OU ever lived on a fa.r:l? !f so, te 
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It you ever broke a bone, tell how you broke it. Take 
another turn is it happened more than 50 years ago. 

Tell about your longest vacation. 

Tell your grandclU.ldren a bedtime story tonight. I.f" you agree 
to do so, go forward three places. 

Tell about the .t'irst school you attended. If you remember 
what color it was, take another turn. 

Describe games that were popular when you were a ch.tld. 

Whoever can thinJc or the most words that rhyme with "tU:le" 
gets a tree turn. 

Sing a song that . was popular when you were young. 

Tell about your tirst v1s1t to the doctor. If it was a good 
experience, move forward two places. 

Have everyone guess what color your hair was when you were 
young. It no one guesses, take another turn. 

What is the nicest. th1.ng about being the age you are now? 

What do you 11lce to do the most? 

What is the hardest thi.ng to adjust to about being your age? 

Tell about a .t'ew ot your ravor1t~ tr:1.ends, and tell why you 
like them. 

Recite a rh)'Dling poem. 
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P AMILY CARDS 

Draw a picture with your hands. Draw the picture in the 
air. It anyone guesses the picture, take another turn. 

Indian wrestle each taDU.ly member. 

Decide who has the smallest teet. 

How old is the combi.ned age or those playing this game? 
Guess bet' ore you find the answer. 

Wh)' not plan a camping trip? 

Use a color to describe each family member. 

Tell a ridcUe. 

Decide who baa the biggest teet. 

Decide who your tamil.y 's ravorite neighbor is· 

Who 1n your family can ma.lce the scariest !"ace? 

Tell a knock-knock j eke. 

Describe your tam.1ly' s best vacation. 

'l'ell bow you got any scars you have· 

'l'alk about tbe newest item your falidly bought· 

Guess what car each fami.ly mamber would have it" they could 
have any kind or car. 

Let On- word to describe the other each family member use u 

ramu,. members. 
· ite fairY tale. 

~ E.2! read this aloud. Pantom.ine your !"~vo~other turn. 
·~ an7oiiiguiiiia this U1 two minutes, ta e 

Count tbe gray. hairs or the old.est player· 

Look around tbe house and talk about the oldest item your 
ramu,. ovna. 
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Keep this card 1.t' you know what nationality your grand
parents are. 

Let every r~ly member show a dance that was popular when 
be/she was growU1g up. 

Wiggle your ears. 

Guess what you will be having ror tomorrow's dinner. 

Tell about your best trip to the dentist. 

Tell your favorite story that your parent has told you. 

Have each ta.DU.J.y member spell the most di!"ficult word you 
know. 

Whistle a song. It' anyone guesses the song, take another 
~urn. 

Tell about your t1rst toot ball game that you remember seeing. 

Who 1n the family is the qW.etest? 

Act out the.tood your t~y eats the most. 

Use a coin to· describe each tam.1J.y member. 

Is anyone 1n your t8JZUly lett-handed? 

Tell about your t1rst argument rl th your father· 

ItUtate the· t"Un:Uest laugher 1n the family· 

Who is the most at'tectionate 1n the famj,ly? 

Everyone 1n the t8JZUly sing "Moon R:1.ver." Vote on who has 
the worst voice. 

Do not read th:1.s aloud. Pantom1ne this: "Hickory, dickory, 
dOc~~mOUie went up the clock." If anyone guesses this 
1n two minutes, you can take another turn. 

Tell about your first argument with your mother. 

Who 1n the ram:1.ly helped you the most when there was a fam
ily loss? 

Give a det~tion of your family • 

Rave everyone ~ the family balance a penny on h:1.s/her nose. 
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Does anyone 1n your family play a mus:1.cal instrument? 

Tell about your ravor:1.te sports hero. 

Do you share your room with someone? If so, te11 about your 
roommate. 

Have you ever seen your mother cry? Te11 how you f'elt. 

!veryone in the f'a.mi.1y sing "Way Down Upon the Swanee River." 
Vote on who bas the best voice. 

Who has the coldest hands 1n the f'am:1.1y? 

Who 1n the t'ami.ly 1s the most modest? 

It you have a p:1.cture or your f'a.l:J:U.ly on you, take another 
turn. 

Have you ever seen your rather cry? Tell how you re1t. 

Talk about a r~y project that d:1.d not work •. 

Make three suggest:1.ons about some specii"ic events that would 
be e~oyable ror the entire r~1y to do together. 

Pick up the small sponge rubber bal1 and throw :1.t at the per
son you are angr1.est with r1.ght now. Tell the person why you 
are angry with them. 

You get a tree k:1.ss rrom the r~ly member of' your choice. 

Move over and s:1.t next to the person you trust the most. 

Move over and s:1.t next to the person you reel the closest 
to right now. 
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION CARDS 

The Cont1~ct Resolution Cards are used to assist 

the family in both teaching and achieving resolution of 

conflicts. Ir at any time dur~g the playing of the game, 

the persons come to a situation where their resolution 

becomes dittic~t. draw a card from the Conflict Resolu

tion Card stack. These cards can be chosen by any player, 

or the therapist may suggest that the family use these cards. 

Instructions: Read aloud the Conf1ict Resolution Card and 

discuss the card with all game participants. 

Cards: 

Resolution has the opportunity to occur when: A11 parties 
hive the chance to voice their read feelings. A1low this 
to occur now. 

Resolution has the o~portunity to occur when: Con£1ict1ng 
parties beg~ to work on appropriate compromises. Allow 
this to occur now. 

Resolution has the opportunity to occur when: Focus 1s 
airectid to the current issue. Allow this to occur now. 

Resolution has the opportunity to occur when: Blame and 
guilt are considered off-limit terms. Now discuss the 
conflict. · 

Resolution has the opportunitY to occur when: Positive 
points or the situation are h1gh~1ghted. Now discuss the 
COnflict. 

when: A11 parties 
~a~c~t~ua~~y~w~an~t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f~o~r~responses by 
all parties. 
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